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Abstract

This thesis explores resonant nuclear scattering of synchrotron radiation.
An introductory chapter describes some useful concepts, such as speedup and
coherent enhancement, in the context of some basic physical principles. Methods
of producing highly monochromatic synchrotron beams using either electronic or
nuclear scattering are also discussed. The body of the thesis concentrates on
detector development and specular scattering from synthetic layered materials.

A detector employing microchannel plate electron multipliers is shown to
have good (-50%) efficiency for detecting 14.4 keV x-rays incident at small (-0.5
degree) grazing angles onto Au or CsI photocathodes. However, being
complicated to use, it was replaced with a large area (>=lcm*)  avalanche
photodiode (APD) detector. The APD’s are simpler to use and have comparable
(30-70°h)  efficiencies at 14.4 keV, subnanosecond time resolution, large dynamic
range (usable at rates up to -108 photons/second) and low (c-0.01 cts/sec)

‘background rates.

Maxwell’s equations are used to derive the specular x-ray reflectivity of
layered materials with resonant transitions and complex polarization
dependencies. The effects of interfacial roughness are treated with some care,
and the distorted wave Born approximation (DWBA) used to describe electronic
scattering is generalized to the nuclear case. The implications of the theory are
discussed in the context of grazing incidence measurements with emphasis on
the kinematic and dynamical aspects of the scattering. The theory is shown to
simulate the measured specular response of a thin (240A) layer of 57Fe, allowing
some additional information about the sample structure to be determined. It is
also shown that the integrated delayed counting rate from the sample is largest at
the critical angle for total external reflection. This is explained using a DWBA,
with interesting implications for allowed, finite order, Bragg reflections.
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1. Introduction

Background

Resonant nuclear scattering of synchrotron radiation is a field that begins
at the interface of two more well established fields. These two fields are resonant
nuclear scattering, particularly the Miissbauer effect, and x-ray scattering
techniques in general, especially those used to manipulate synchrotron radiation.

Nuclear resonant scattering experiments using radioactive sources date
back to the early (if unsuccessful) experiments by Kuhn [Kuhn, 1929,1] to see
increased absorption due to the presence a resonant transition in radium, with
successful observation of resonant scattering from 198Hg by Moon [Moon, 1951,
21. Oneof the main sources of difficulty in these early experiments was that the
recoil of an emitting atom resulted in a sufficient Doppler shift of the radiation so

that a photon emitted by the decay from one nucleus would not readily excite
another nucleus. However, various methods were devised to circumvent this
problem, though not easily (see the review article [Metzger, 1959,3]).

Miissbauer, [Mossbauer, 1958,4] discovered that recoil free nuclear
transitions were possible in solid materials. This made the observation of
resonant scattering and absorption significantly easier, paving the way for many
fascinating physics experiments (see reprints in [Frauenfelder, 1962,5]).  In
addition, the fact that the nuclear response is sensitive to its local environment,
that of the atomic electrons, which is in turn affected by local structure and
bonding, opened the field of Miissbauer hyperfine spectroscopy (see, e.g.,
[Greenwood and Gibb, 1971,6] [Dickson and Berry, 1986,7]).

In 1974 it was suggested both by Ruby [Ruby, 1974,8] and by Mossbauer
. [Mossbauer, 1974,9] that one might use synchrotron radiation to excite resonant

nuclei instead of the radiation from radioactive sources. In 1985, the first clear
signal in a synchrotron radiation nuclear scattering experiment was seen by
Gerdau et al., [Gerdau, et al., 1985, lo] This opened up a field that is now rapidly
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expanding and will probably flourish as new beamlines devoted to these studies
become operational at third generation synchrotron radiation sources* .

Why Synchrotron Radiation

There are several very good reasons why it is interesting to use
synchrotron radiation to excite a nuclear resonance. The simplest is that
synchrotron radiation sources are brighter than radioactive sources, even over
the very narrow bandwidth of the nuclear resonance (see [Cohen, 1980,111). If
an experiment requires collimation c- 10-T sr., the count rates with synchrotron
radiation will be higher than those using a radioactive source. Thus, for
example, nuclear diffraction experiments become much easier using synchrotron
radiation. Additionally, the high collimation of synchrotron radiation means that
one may make use of conventional (electronic) x-ray scattering techniques that
employ-Bragg reflections (such as polarimetry [Mills, 1991,121, and
interferometry [Bonse and Graeff, 1977,131).

The most interesting facet of synchrotron radiation experiments is that the
source is pulsed. Conventional Mijssbauer  experiments use radioactive sources
having line widths comparable to the resonance width, while synchrotron
radiation provides broad band impulse excitation. This has many subtle and
interesting consequences, some of which are discussed in more detail in chapter
2. However, one useful immediate consequence is that the background from
non-resonant scattering processes may be removed by gating in time ([Seppi and
Boehrn, 1962,141). The lifetime of the nuclear resonance is typically much longer
than the synchrotron pulse duration, while the time required for non-resonant
(electronic) scattering is much shorter. Thus one can remove the background
from non-resonant electronic scattering processes and concentrate only on events
involving nuclear interaction. In a typical Miissbauer  experiment using a
radioactive source, one is usually looking for a peak or a dip in a large

. background, while in a synchrotron radiation experiment, one has essentially no
background that is coincident with the data. This, in conjunction with the higher

* These include ESRF in France, the Al?3 in the United States and SPring-8 in Japan. Also the
undulators on the Accumulator Ring (AR) at KEK in Japan and on PEP in the US (no longer in
operation) might be considered in this category as well.
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brightness of synchrotron radiation, can reduce measurement times from weeks
or months with radioactive sources to minutes or hours with synchrotron
radiation.

The properties of synchrotron radiation make it possible to do some
experiments that are not possible with radioactive sources. The extremely good
signal to background ratio (due to the pulsed source) and the broad band
character of the radiation, means that one can in fact observe resonant nuclear
scattering without taking advantage of the Mijssbauer  effect. Thus, one may
investigate the scattering from what is sometimes called the “non-resonant
fraction” in Miissbauer  experiments, allowing the measurement of phonon
densities of states (preliminary work in this direction has been done very recently
[Seto, et al., 1994,151 [Chumakov, 1994,161). On a more extreme level, one can
also look at resonant nuclear scattering from gaseous [Baron, et al., 1994,171 and
liquid samples [Zhang, et al., 1994,181.

-Samples Used In Synchrotron Radiation Experiments

Initial synchrotron radiation experiments used Bragg reflections in nearly
perfect crystals (see [Riiffer, 1992,191 and references therein). This was largely
due to technical reasons: pure nuclear reflections in these crystals were used to
prevent the very large quantity of non-resonantly (electronically) scattered
photons from overwhelming the detector and preventing detection of nuclear
scattering at later times. However, improvements in optics (monochromators)
[Faigel, et al., 1987,201 [Ishikawa, et al., 1992,211 [Toellner, et al., 1992,221 and
detectors (avalanche photodiodes) [Kishimoto, 1991,231 [Baron and Ruby, 1993,
241 have allowed the extension of nuclear scattering experiments to many more
types of samples.

Coherent nuclear scattering has been observed in forward transmission
. through thin foils [van Biirck,  et al.,  1992,251 and multilayers [Kikuta, et al., 1992,

261. Nuclear Bragg scattering has also been observed from multilayers, and
specular scattering has been observed from thin films [Grote, et al., 1991,271
[Baron, et al., 1992,281 and thicker samples [Kikuta, et al., 1992,261. Nuclear

-- 3



scattering has also been observed from liquid samples [Zhang, et al., 1994,181
and from gaseous samples [Baron, et al., 1994,171.

All of the work above (excepting the last) has been performed with the
ubiquitous 14.4 keV transition in 57Fe.  However the number of isotopes which
have been used in these experiments is also increasing. Presently, to this author’s
knowledge, successful experiments have been done with five isotopes, including
57Fe  [Gerdau, et al., 1985, lo]. These are 8.4 keV transition in l@Trn [Sturhahn, et
uZ.,  1991,291, the 23.9 keV transition in %n [Alp, et al., 1993,30,  Kikuta, 1993,
311,  the 9.4 keV transition in BKr [Johnson, et al., 1994,321 [Baron, et al., 1994,171
and, most recently, the 6.2 keV transition in 181Ta [Chumakov, et al., 1994,331.
Table 1.1 lists relevant properties of the nuclear transitions observed, as well as
some other likely candidates for synchrotron radiation studies.

Isotope.

. . l8lTa
169Tm
mcr
57Fe
l %n

Trans.
Energy
WV)

6.216(a)
8.41

9.404(d)
14.413(e)

23.9

Transition

El (9/2->7/2)
Ml (3/2->1/2)
Ml (9/2->7/2)
Ml (3/2+-l/2)
Ml (3/2->1/2)

Lifetime
m)

873O(b)
5.8
212
141
25.6

Nat.
Abundance

w
100
100
11.5
2.2
8.6

Alpha

71(c)
220
20
8.2
5.2

‘3Ge 13.3 E2 (9/2->5/2) 4300 7.8 -1200
151Eu 21.6 Ml (7/2->5/2) 13.7 48 29
14%m 22.5 Ml (7/2->5/2) 10.4 14 -12
161Dy 25.6 Ml (7/2->5/2) 40 19 2.5

Table 1.1. Nuclear transitions of interest for synchrotron radiation
experiments. The top portion of the table shows the transitions for
which an effect has been observed while the lower portion shows
some transitions which have not yet been investgated. The data for
the table comes from [Greenwood and Gibb, 1971,6],  [Lederer and
Shirley, 1978,341 and [Shenoy and Wagner, 1978,351, unless
otherwise noted. Other references are (a) = [Chumakov, et al., 1994,
331, (b) =[Mouchel, et al., 1981,361, (c)=[Firestone, 1991,371
[Campbell and Martin, 1976,381, (e)=[Baron, et al., 1994,171
(f)=[Bearden, 1965,391.
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The Work In This Thesis

The immediate purpose of a thesis is to prove to a small audience that one
has completed sufficient work to merit the degree under consideration. Of
course, implicit in this statement is that the work in the thesis be of a certain
breadth, depth and quality. However, on a much more personal level, one
would like the thesis to be the sort of document that one might have handed to a
younger version of one’s self and say “here, this answers most of the questions
that you might have if you were to begin to study this field in depth.” However,
these two goals for a thesis do not entirely overlap. The first is incentive to study
the minutiae of the field, to do something new, and then be done with it. The
second is a incentive to carefully map out one has learned in years needed to
complete the degree.

This thesis attempts both to discuss some new work and provide
background sufficient that someone not familiar with the field might pick it up
and learn a little. Chapter 2 provides a lengthy introduction to many of the ideas

that are important in resonant nuclear scattering experiments using synchrotron
radiation, contrasting these experiments with more conventional Mossbauer
work using a radioactive source. It is worth pointing out that although the ideas
in chapter 2 are not revolutionary, and are not difficult to understand when
properly approached, they are also not necessarily obvious. Some of the ideas
discussed in the chapter have been the subject of more than a little heated
discussion between experienced people working in the field.

Chapter 3 discusses the development of detectors for resonant nuclear
scattering experiments using synchrotron radiation. In particular, while the
physics of these experiments allows essentially complete separation of the
nuclear scattering from non-resonant (electronic) backgrounds, there are serious
practical difficulties in making a detector that is both efficient and fast enough to
do the separation. The detectors developed as part of this work are a significant

. improvement over those that were in use previously.

--

The remainder of the thesis concentrates on describing the nuclear
response of thin layered materials excited at grazing incidence. This is an area
that has been explored previously using radioactive sources, but the time
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response measured with synchrotron  radiation in specular reflection has not
been studied. Chapter 4 develops theory to describe grazing incidence scattering
from multilayer structures, including complex polarization effects and resonant
scattering. Chapter 5 discusses the effects of interfacial roughness. Finally,
Chapter 6 describes the in depth analysis of the response of a thin layer of s7Fe
excited at grazing incidence. The theory of the previous two chapters is applied
and shown to simulate the measured results, as well as providing additional
information about the nuclear structure of the sample.
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2. Introduction to Resonant Nuclear Scattering of
Synchrotron  Radiation

Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to provide an introduction to nuclear
scattering experiments using synchrotron radiation. This can be divided into two
parts: presentation of some of the physics involved and practical details
necessary to make experiments work. In order to elucidate the physics, we
consider first a classical Mossbauer  transmission experiment using a radioactive
source and then compare this with a forward scattering (time domain)
experiment using synchrotron radiation. This allows some of the basic concepts
to be introduced, including that of speedup and coherent enhancement. Also,
some of the more subtle differences between time domain and frequency domain
experiments are discussed.

Practically, much of the development of the field of resonant nuclear
scattering of synchrotron radiation is linked to improvements in x-ray optics
(monochromators) and to improvements in detectors. This chapter discusses the
optics since they are crucial to much of the following work. Detector
development has been a major part of this thesis, and is described in chapter 3.

Nuclear Cross Sections

A useful place to begin a discussion of resonant scattering is the cross
section of a single resonant nucleus in an atom. For the purposes of this chapter,
it is assumed that the excited state is not split into hyperfine components, and the
photon polarization is ignored. If a photon of well defined energy, Ao, is

. incident on the nucleus, then the total cross section for interaction with the
nucleus is (see e.g. [Frauenfelder, 1962, l] p. 7)’

--

* Concerning the generality of this form for the cross section, see, e.g. [Perkins, 1987,2] pp. 124-
131.
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%tlc(~) = %o F 1+4ti2(ci) la )2/r 2
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2j, +l h2
2j8 +l G (2.2)

where Q is the resonance energy and IO is the natural line width, related to the
(l/e) decay time of the excited state by IO ~=fi. je and j, are the excited and
ground state nuclear spins and h is the wavelength of the radiation. rr is the
radiative line width for the transition, and the ratio I,/ro is the probability that
an excited nucleus will decay by emitting a photon. Another probable mode of
decay for the nucleus is through direct interaction with the atomic electrons, or
internal conversion. Internal conversion is the dominant process in most cases
and one writes IY,/Io  = l/(l+a) where, for the 14.4 keV transition in57Fe, a=8.2.
Thus, an excited nucleus in an iron atom decays by emitting a photon only about
11% of-the -time; it usually ejects an atomic electron.

An Ideal Absorption Experiment in the Frequency Domain

With the discovery of the Mossbauer effect, it became possible to (almost)
ignore issue of nuclear recoil and perform an extremely simple absorption
experiment. Figure 2.1 shows a schematic of such an experiment.

Slits Slits T o .

I---~“lCS

Source Absorber Detector

--

Figure 2.1. Schematic of a simple Miissbauer  absorption
experiment.
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divide the sample up into many pieces to be considered in succession. The more
general form, valid for finite L, is then

I(0) = lim I, (0)1-w 1 -N fr onuc (0)

where the v subscript on the frequency has been dropped. Using (2.1) for the
cross section, one has

I(@ =
[

-P
IO w exp 1+4A2(o-w,)2  /ro2 1 (2.6)

(2.7)

‘The quantity, p, is just the number of absorption lengths of the sample exactly at
the resonance (neglecting electronic absorption). The transmission, I& is
plotted in figure 2.2 for several different thickness of sample (alpha=8.23).

1

g 0.8
.d
z.
s

0.6

2 0.4
EI+ 0.2

0
-15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15

Energy (Nat. Line Widths)

Figure 2.2. Transmission Miissbauer  experiment using an ideal
source and neglecting electronic absorption. The horizontal axis
corresponds to the Doppler shift of the incident photons.
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Note that as the thickness increases, the response saturates, so the measured
width of the absorption line increases, becoming significantly larger than the one
natural line width appropriate for a thin sample limit.

A Scattering Viewpoint

It is useful to interpret the results above in terms of a scattering
experiment. In particular, instead of considering the probability that a photon is
transmitted, I&, one introduces an amplitude whose square is the probability.
Formally, in quantum mechanics, one would use S or T-matrix elements.
However, for the purposes of this discussion (and in keeping with the usual
language used to describe x-ray scattering) we adopt a semi-classical picture, and
introduce the electric field amplitude. The transmission of the wave through the
absorber can then be described in terms of a complex index of refraction. If the
incident wave has amplitude b(o), then the transmitted (or forward scattered)

.-wave will have amplitude

fw = A,(m) e+iWo)L (2.8)

Where k=27c/h  is the wave vector. The index of refraction, n(o), may be related
to the forward scattering amplitude, F, through the Lorentz relation[Lax, 1951,3]
giving

n(o) = 1 + $Nf,F(w) (W

We have ignored the possible direction (k) dependence of the forward scattering
amplitude (assumed a spherically symmetric scatterer). Of course, one measures
not the amplitude, but the intensity, so that one has

w = 14N12 = I,(@ exp[-2Im{kn(o)L}] (2.10)

Equating this with (2.5) gives the optical theorem

14



%m = F Im{F(a)} (2.11)

Fourier Transforms, Causality and the Kramer+Kronig  Relationship

All of the systems considered in this thesis are linear and time invariant.
Therefore, given the frequency response of the system, one may calculate the
impulse or time response through a Fourier transform. If R(o) is the frequency
response of the system, and G(t) is the impulse response (both complex), one has
the relationships

G(t) = & emiwt d o

-- R(o) = e+i”t  dt

(2.12a)

(2.12b)

A simple, useful, example is the transform pair for a complex Lorentzian:

-1 .
R(o) = H G(t) =-& e -hot e

2fi(63-cuo)/ro  +i
-t/2To o(t) (2.13)

0

o(t) is the Heaviside step function (O(t<O)=O,  @(t>O)=l).

We also assume the systems are causal, which is just the time domain
statement that there should be no change in the output of a system before the
input is changed. The following discussion shows how this time domain
statement may be converted to a frequency domain Kramers-Kronig relationship.
The derivation is essentially that presented in [Hutchings,  et al., 1992,4] while a
more conventional derivation may be found in, e.g., [Weissbluth,  1978,5], p 309.
The version below has the advantage of clearly showing the logical relationship

. between the time and frequency domain statements, but it obscures some of the
requirements on R, namely that I R(o) I ->O faster than l/ I o I as
o-Snfinity and that R have no poles in the upper complex plane.
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Mathematically, causality amounts to taking

G(t) = G(t) w

Fourier transforming (2.14) to the frequency domain, one has that

R(o) = $ (RC&)(a)

(2.14)

(2.15)

Where the “@” indicates convolution and G(w) is the Fourier transform of o(t),

G(o) = i  ---& = iPi + 7c6(0) (2.16)

Here E is assumed, in the usual way, to be a positive infinitesimal quantity that
will be taken to zero after completion of all integrals; P indicates the Cauchy
principal value; and 6(o) is the Dirac delta function (see [Heitler, 1954,6] pp. 69-

..70 and [Merzbacher,  1970,7] p. 85). Evaluation of the convolution and collection
of terms then gives the Kramers-Kronig relationship

(2.17)

The i in the denominator allows the real part of R to be expressed as an integral
over frequency of the imaginary part, and vice-versa. Determining either the real
or imaginary part of a causal function is seen to be equivalent to knowing the
whole function+.

In particular, one requires that the response of a single nucleus, given by
F(o), be causal. Taking R(o)=F(o) in (2.17) the optical theorem (2.11) relates the
imaginary part of F to the cross section. Then using the form of the cross section,
equation 2.1, one finds the total forward scattering amplitude (see also appendix
A) is given by

+ It is worth mentioning that measurement of the magnitude of a causal function (e.g. I R(w) I ) is
not sufficient to fully determine the real and imaginary parts of R uniquely, without additional
information. The form of R is only determined up to a Blaschke product of additional poles, see
[Toll, 1956,8].
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.

k rrF ( o )  =  -on0 - - 1
471 r. 2A(o-oo)/ro + i (2.18)

The Transmission Experiment in the Time Domain

Now that we have a form for the scattering amplitude, we return to the
transmission or absorption experiment discussed above and consider what the
impulse response would be. We take

R@) = A(@ = e+ikn(o)L
A0 w (2.19)

Then using the form of the scattering amplitude (2.18) and the Lorentz relation
(2.9) 0119 has

kn(o)L = kL - P/2
2A(o-ao)/~o+i + 2n

iFNLFe (2.20)

The third term of (2.20) is just the explicit inclusion of the electronic scattering
amplitude. This is frequently put in units of electrons by factoring out the
classical radius of the electron, re (re=e2/mc2=2.818x10-5A),  giving Fe = -refe. The
time response is

G(t) = $ i P/2

2h(~-w,)/r,  + i 1 e -iti do (2.21)

All of the frequency independent parts have been collected in C. This integral
was originally done by expanding the exponential and integrating term by term
in the complex plane[Kagan, et al., 1979,9]. However, it is more convenient to
make use of the generating function for Bessel functions (see [Abramowitz and
Stegun,  1979, lo] p. 361, equation 9.1.41) which can be written*

* This approach was first pointed out to me by G. V. Smimov.
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q-$-if  - izt] = g(tr’2(-i)mzm  Jm(2dZ) (2.22)
m=-

where Jm is the Bessel function (of the first kind) of integer order m. The
expansion (2.22) is also only valid for I b I, I t I, I z I >O. One closes the contour
down for t>O in (2.21) and takes b=pTo/4  A, z=o-wg+iTg/2A. The only term that
survives on integration is the m=- 1 term, giving a residue of -1. Then, noting the
t=O term gives a delta function and J-l(x)=-Jl(x), one has

G(t) = c S(t) _ &“ot @2’0 -p JI(~-) ottj
42, dfi - 1 (2.23)

where 20 is just the natural lifetime, ro=A /ro. The step function appears because
the integral (2.21) vanishes for t<O, since all the pole structure is in the lower half
of the imaginary plane. A time domain measurement gives the intensity or

IG(t  > 0)12 = ICI2  emt”O [-P-J (2.24)

The quantity I C I * is just the electronic transmission of the sample. Note the first
zero of Jl(x) occurs at x=3.83 or the first zero of the time response will be at t=14.7
Q/P. The time response is plotted for several values of J3 in figure 2.3, with zo =
140 ns. Note the increase in decay rate as the thickness (J3) increases, and the
appearance of the first zero at large thicknesses.
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Figure 2.3. Nuclear response in forward scattering for absorbers of
various thicknesses after pulse excitation at t=O.

.Speedup  _

Figure 2.3 provides an example of a general phenomenon common to
many time-domain nuclear scattering experiments. In particular, as the number
of nuclei in a sample that are excited in phase increases, the coherent time
response of the sample becomes faster or speeds up. Thus, as one makes a
sample thicker in a forward scattering geometry [van Biirck,  et al., 1992,111  or
approaches the exact (index corrected) Bragg angle in a pure nuclear reflection
[Smirnov, et al., 1984,121 [Riiffer, et al., 1987,131 [van Biirck, ef al., 1987,141, or as
one approaches the critical angle in grazing incidence reflection[Baron, et al.,
1992,151, one finds that the decay time of the sample, excited as a whole, is
shorter than the natural decay rate.

The change in the lifetime is a multiple scattering effect. It may be traced
all the way back to a simple system of two oscillators discussed by Trammel
[Trammell, 1961,161. In the case above, it is easily seen that in the thin sample
limit, where multiple scattering is ignored (e.g. equation. 2.4, or the small p limit
of 2.18 or 2.20),  there will be no change in the lifetime. More generally, one notes
that within a Born approximation limit (where multiple scattering is ignored, and

19
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all nuclei see the same incident wave) the scattering amplitude appropriate for
scattering from a single nucleus is just replaced by the phased sum of the
scattering amplitudes from all the scatterers:

FBA(C,Ct,~)  =
c

ei(k’-k)orl Fl(~,~l~u) (2.25)

Here F,& k , o) is just the scattering amplitude for scattering of an incident
photon of frequency CJI and direction & into direction il. Inelastic scattering and
lattice (phonon) effects are ignored. The sum is over all nuclei in the sample
which are fixed at the locations re. Assuming that all nuclei in the sample are
equivalent, one can factor F1 out of the summation. Thus, in a Born
approximation or single scattering limit, the frequency dependence of the total
scattering amplitude is just that of a single nucleus, and, consequently, the time
response, up to a geometry dependent scale factor, is also that of a single nucleus.

One notes that there is a change in the cross section, the square of the
scattering amplitude, which is dependent on the geometry in the Born
approximation limit. This is a result of the coherence of the scattering from the
individual nuclei and leads to an increased probability of scattering a photon out
of the incident beam.

Finally, it is worth noting that the dynamical limit is the rule, rather than
the exception, for nuclear scattering with highly isotopically enriched samples:
1OOOA  of pure material can be enough to scatter a significant fraction of the
incident beam (o>l). Therefore, speedup is commonly observed in nuclear
scattering experiments.

Enhancement of the Coherent (Radiative) Channel

In the context of the discussion immediately above, it is good to stress one
of the important consequences of exciting a collection of nuclei using radiation:
the probability of coherently scattering a photon may be enhanced, relative to the
probability to that of an incoherent event (e.g. internal conversion). At the semi-
classical level, this just results from the coherent phased addition of the waves

--
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scattered by the individual nuclei. Thus, when one carries out the sum in (2.25)
and then squares to get a cross section, the result can scalefaster than simply the
number of scatterers*. However, the incoherent processes, such as internal
conversion, do not add with well defined phases and hence one squares before
summing, so the incoherent cross section scales only linearly with the number of
scatterers. Thus the coherent radiative channel is “enhanced” relative to
incoherent channels, such as internal conversion.

On a quantum mechanical level the enhancement has to do with the fact
that, for a coherent scattering event, it is not possible to determine which nucleus
did the scattering, while for incoherent events there is a mark in the sample (e.g.
an electron from internal conversion). This is nicely described in the paper
[Hannon  and Trammell, 1989,181, though the work in the paper relies on
previous work [Trammel1 and Hannon, 1978,191 [Trammel1 and Hannon,  1979,
201 [Trammell, 1961,161 and is also similar to work by other authors [Kagan and
Afanaslev,  -1972,211.

. . Finally, we note that the discussion based on equation (2.25) is a kinematic
one. In dynamical scattering, the enhancement of the radiative channel
corresponds to a broadening in the width of the collective response (i.e. the
FWHM of the frequency response becomes larger). Thus, since most nuclear
scattering experiments are dynamical, enhancement is often associated with a
broadening of the frequency response (e.g. in dynamical Bragg diffraction from
electronically forbidden reflections [van Biirck, et al., 1980,221) and sometimes
considered to be the frequency domain analog of speedup.

Comment on Information Content of Time Domain Experiments.

It is interesting to consider the information content of a time domain
forward scattering experiment. Here we do this on a rather abstract level and

. conclude that if one wishes to measure the forward scattering amplitude of a
sample (as in Mossbauer spectroscopy), then, very generally, one is better off
with the results of the (idealized) frequency domain experiment than with the

--

‘See [Trammel1  and Hannon, 1988,17].
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results of a time domain measurement. However, it is important to emphasize
that, on a practical level, one can usually get as much information from the time
domain as the frequency domain. Furthermore, using synchrotron radiation, the
results may both have better statistics and require shorter measurement times
than when radioactive sources are used. This, in conjunction with the high
polarization and collimation of synchrotron radiation, make time domain
experiments using synchrotron radiation extremely attractive.

Knowing the absorption as a function of frequency allows direct
determination of the imaginary part of the scattering amplitude. A Kramers-
Kronig transformation then determines the real part. If the experimental goal is
to measure the forward scattering amplitude of a sample, the best a time domain
experiment can hope to do is equal the (ideal) frequency domain experiment.
However, on very general level, the time domain experiment contains less
information than the frequency domain experiment because one does not
measure the impulse response, G(t), but its square, I G(t) I*. Unlike the case for
I R(o) I 2, there is no convenient relationship between I G(t) I * and a causal

.-function. Thus, for the simple case of a Lorentzian response with a thin sample
(equation 2.13) or even a thick sample (equation 2.24), the time domain
experiment is only sensitive to the line width, and not its location (6~0)~  while the
frequency measurement is sensitive to both.

On an intuitive level one might expect that, with the exception of not
providing an absolute frequency standard, the time domain experiments should
have essentially the same information as the frequency domain experiments. If
for example, the absorber response consisted of several lines, one would expect
to be able to determine their widths, amplitudes and relative positions from the
beat pattern observed in a time domain experiment. Certainly, in the cases this
author is familiar with, this has been true. However, this is largely due to
substantial a-priori information about the sample. Ideally, one would like a way
of inverting, at least theoretically (if not when one includes experimental errors),

. the measured time response, I G(t) I * to provide either R(o) or F(o), up to a
frequency offset. However, this author has not been able to do so, nor found
references in which the problem is addressed.

--
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Finally, it is worth noting that a time domain experiment can allow one to
specifically focus on physical quantities of interest, when they may be obscured
in a frequency domain experiment. This is the case when the sample studied
may be vibrating. The frequency response of a vibrating sample (or source) will
have sidebands due to phase modulation [Ruby and bolef,  1960,231. However, if
the vibrations of the sample have a period long compared to the synchrotron
pulse then the phase modulation of the nuclear scattered radiation due to the
vibrations will not effect the shape of the temporal intensity distribution
[Shvyd’ko, et al., 1993,241. This is the result of the insensitivity of the time
response to the absolute frequency of the resonance. As long as the excitation
occurs in a period short compared to the vibration period and the motion of the
sample is uniform over the coherently responding volume of the sample (e.g. the
product of the extinction length or thickness and the Fresnel zone size), the
vibrations only modify phase of the time response, and do not affect the intensity
measurement+. Thus there is the possibility to study the time domain effects of
transitions -between nuclear sublevels that are externally induced by external rf
fields without the blurring effects that can appear due to the vibration of the

sample [Shvyd’ko, et al., 1994,261.

A Note on Signal Rates From Broadened Lines

One of the interesting differences between a frequency domain absorption
experiment and a time domain forward scattering experiment is in the effect of
broadening of the Mossbauer  line*. Until this point, we have assumed that all
nuclei in a sample are identical, and, in the limit of a thin scatterer, one would
observe the natural line width in a frequency domain absorption experiment, or
the natural lifetime in the time domain experiment. However, practically, it is
often the case that there are shifts in the centers of the lines from nucleus to
nucleus (due to differences in the atomic environments), leading to an effective
broadening of the width observed in a transmission experiment.

+ Strictly speaking, this is only true if there is only one sample in the beam. Addition of another
resonant sample will lead to the appearance of interesting interference or echo effects in the
yeasured time response[van Biirck, et al., 1994,251.

The author would like to thank A.I. Chumakov for clearly pointing this out.
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For conventional absorption experiments using a radioactive source, one
would expect, for a thin sample, that the total (frequency integrated) absorption
should be the same, broadened or not broadened. Furthermore, for thick
samples, with saturation, the integrated absorption for a broadened line will be
larger than that for an un-broadened line with the same number of nuclei. Thus,
up to the point where the broadening prevents the signal from being seen above
background, broadening does not reduce the integrated signal, and can even
increase it, in an absorption experiment. However, for a time domain impulse
response measurement in forward scattering, it turns out exactly the opposite is
true: the broadening reduces the signal.

In many cases, the distribution of nuclear transition energies can be
approximated by a Lorentzian, which we take to have width WI0 (W
dimensionless) and central frequency 6. The probability of a nucleus having a
transition frequency in the range dm about 00 is just

-.
D(coo)dmo  = 2A 1

da0 (2.29)
n;wr, 4A2 (qJ - lq2 /(wro)2 + 1

Note that D is normalized so the integral of D over frequency is one. One then
must average the scattering amplitude or cross section over this distribution.
Performing the integral, one finds that the effect can be included in the scattering
amplitude (2.15) or the cross section (2.1) by just increasing the line width of the
transition and taking the central frequency to be that of the distribution. One
takes

r. + r = r. (I + w)
20 + z = 2,/(l+W)

p * p” = p / (l+W)

(2.30)

--

Neglecting the distinction between 6 and 00, the scattering amplitude becomes
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k rrFW(o) = -Q-, - -
1

4n: r 2A(<i>-63,)/r +  i
(2.31)

k rr 1=
-On0 47~ r,(i+w) 2ti(0-o,)/((l+w)r,) + i

Thus, all equations still apply with the substitutions of (2.30). In particular, one
notes that the only effect of these on the forward scattering impulse response,
(2.21), is to change the exponential decay time giving

IG(t)l’ + IGW(t)i2  = IGW’o(t)12  e-wt’zo (2.32)

The signal in a forward scattering time response measurement just goes as the
integral of (2.32) over time (t>O).  It becomes smaller for increasing W, going as
l/(l+W) for thin samples and more slowly for thicker samples. Thus, to see a
forward scattering signal in time domain experiment, one would like to

. -minimize the broadening.

The effects of broadening were particularly important in some recent work
with the 6.2 keV nuclear resonance of 181Ta [Chumakov, et al., 1994,271. This
transition has the advantage that the natural isotopic composition of Ta is nearly
100% lglTa, but the disadvantage that it is very narrow, ro=S x lo-lleV [Mouchel,
et al., 1981,281, about two orders of magnitude smaller than the 57Fe resonance.
Thus, it is very susceptible to the broadening effects mentioned above, and the
natural line width has not been observed in a transmission experiment, with the
best width observed (source+absorber) being about 15lYo [Dornow, et al., 1979,
291.

The question in this case was, given that the resonance energy of
Tantalum was only determined to within EZO eV[Tederer  and Shirley, 1978,301,

. what is the best way to find a resonant signal using synchrotron radiation. In
particular, we had a choice between samples that probably had a fairly broad line
width (they had not been measured), and one sample known to have a fairly
narrow line width [Dornow, et al., 1979,291. In short, a signal was finally seen in
forward scattering from the narrow line sample, but, even having found the right

--
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energy, no signal was observable from the samples that having a broader line
width. Parenthetically, one also notes that the transition energy was just outside
the error bars of the accepted value.

Incoherent Scattering

The remarks in the previous section make it clear that when a line is
substantially broadened, although the amount of absorption from the sample is
enhanced (or remains the same), the amount of forward scattering is decreased.
Of course, the absorbed energy has to go someplace, and this is into incoherent
processes, e.g., internal conversion, or scattering with recoil. Throughout the
bulk of this thesis, only coherent scattering is discussed. However, in light of
some very recent developments it is worthwhile to discuss using synchrotron
radiation to investigate incoherent scattering.

Synchrotron radiation has two features that allow incoherent scattering
--experiments to be done when they are not possible with conventional radioactive

sources. The first is that it is pulsed, so, assuming one can gate in time, one may
remove essentially all the background due to non-resonant scattering from the
sample (as was suggested as early as 1962 [Seppi and Boehm, 1962,311). The
second is that it is broad- band, so that it may be used to excite samples that have
severely broadened resonances.

Thus, it was recently demonstrated that the nuclear resonant scattering
from the 9.4 keV resonance in gaseous BKr may be observed using synchrotron
radiation [Baron, et al., 1994,321, or from 57Fe ions in solution [Zhang, et al., 1994,
331. On the one hand, up to the resolution of the monochromator used for the
incident beam, this can allow one to map out velocity distributions of the
resonant nuclei in a sample. On the other hand, there is potential to do
perturbed angular correlation (PAC) ([Shirley and Haas, 1972,341 [Mahnke, 1989,

. 351 ) studies using synchrotron radiation.

Perhaps most interesting, however, is that the analogous experiments
performed with solids provide information about phonon densities of states.
Thus, a collaboration in Japan [Seto, et al., 1994,361 recently observed incoherent
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nuclear resonant scattering from a 57Fe foil which showed structure at the meV
level that may be associated with phonon effects. A group in France [Chumakov,
1994,371 recently saw similar effects in the scattering from a powder sample of a
large macromolecule. Though this author has only seen preliminary reports of
this work, the potential of these experiments is great, and they certainly deserve
mention.

The Broad Bandwidth of Synchrotron Radiation

Synchrotron radiation has many beautiful properties: it is well collimated,
pulsed, polarized, and intrinsically broad band. This bandwidth, however, is
much larger than is necessary for resonant nuclear experiments. Even after a
standard Bragg reflection monochromator (i.e. a Si (111) Bragg reflection) the
bandwidth-is -eV. The nuclear resonance width is 5x10-9 eV in57Fe, so to a first
approximation only about a part in 108 of the incident radiation is useful. This

.-makes for a very nasty signal to noise problem.

The saving grace for Mossbauer  experiments is that synchrotron radiation
arrives in pulses that are typically short (~1 ns) relative to the nuclear lifetime.
This is because the time distribution of the synchrotron radiation reflects the
structure of the electrons in the storage ring, and the electrons, by virtue of the
radio frequency (rf) acceleration techniques used in such machines are confined
to small (short) bunches. Most electron storage rings used as synchrotron
radiation sources may be run in a mode (sometimes called timing mode) where
there are large dead times (>-200 ns) between successive electron bunches. The
signal to noise problem in a nuclear scattering experiment then “reduces” to
being able to separate a small signal (one photon) from a large signal that is
slightly separated in time. This is just because the non-resonant background will
be scattered quickly (and is called “prompt”) while nuclear interactions lead to

. slower (“delayed”) scattering.

--

Typical fluxes on the beamlines used for many of the resonant nuclear
scattering experiments are >-loll  photons/second in the few eV bandwidth of
the Si (111) monochromator (at 14.4 keV).  Since the pulse rate is something like 5
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MHz (l/200 ns), this means that >-lo4 photons are provided per pulse. Ideally,
one would like to be able to detect a single x-ray sometime in the next 200 ns,
after a pulse of > 104 x-rays. At the present level of technology, this is difficult
(especially at a 5 MHz repetition rate). Thus, to actually do a synchrotron based
experiment, one must either reduce the incident bandwidth further, or only
investigate processes that favor nuclear scattering much more than they do
electronic scattering, or both. Of course, one would like to also have the best
detector available.

The initial solution to the problem was a careful choice of sample. In
particular, some perfect crystals (e.g. yttrium iron garnet (YIG), iron borate, iron
hematite) have structures in which the nuclear unit cell is larger than the
electronic unit cell, thus providing the possibility to observe pure nuclear (or
electronically forbidden) reflections. Thus, after the work of Gerdau, et al.
[Gerdau, et al., 1985,381 showed it was possible to see a signal in this sort of
experiment, the first years of synchrotron Mossbauer  work (1985-1989) used
primarily pure nuclear reflections.

However, looking only at pure nuclear reflections in perfect crystals
severely limits the possible choice of samples and the types of experiments that
may be performed. Thus, there has been ongoing development both in optics to
reduce the incident bandwidth and in detectors that can handle as large a prompt
pulse as possible, and still recover to see a single photon event in a few (~~10)  ns.
Detector development has been an essential part of this thesis, and will be
discussed in detail in chapter 3. The optics, which are also crucial in these
experiments will be discussed below.

To Build a Better Monochromator

The ideal monochromator for many nuclear resonant scattering
. experiments would have a bandwidth of something like 1 to 10 PeV.  This is

broad enough so that widely spaced nuclear resonances in a sample could be
fully excited without affecting the resulting time development, and narrow
enough to reduce the prompt background to easily manageable levels. There are
two approaches to reaching this level, and unfortunately, neither is really ideal.
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On the one hand, the bandpass  of conventional (electronic scattering)
monochromators can be reduced by using high order Bragg reflections.
However, this does not really approach the desired few PeV bandwidth, having a
lower limit of a few meV. On the other hand, one can try to increase the
bandwidth of the nuclear response of a sample (e.g. the speedup mentioned
above) and, in fact, a nuclear scattering monochromator of bandwidth
approaching the PeV level has been made. However, the monochromators based
on nuclear scattering have the disadvantage that they usually do not have a flat
frequency response over their bandpass, and are also difficult to scan. Both
options are discussed in more detail below.

Improved Conventional (Electronic Scattering) Monochromators

Conventional electronic scattering techniques may be used to reduce the
incident bandwidth in synchrotron  radiation experiment to the level of a few
meV. It turns out that, with modern detectors, this sufficiently reduces the

--prompt rate so that resonant nuclear scattering experiments may be performed.
The optics devices are well explained using dynamical diffraction theory which
is discussed, briefly, below. For more complete treatment of the dynamical
diffraction, the reader is referred to the comprehensive text by James [James, 1962
(Reprinted 1982), 391 and the very nice review article by Batterman and Cole
[Batterman and Cole, 1964,401. Colella [Colella, 1974,411 also gives a general
(numerical) method appropriate to some more complicated (multi-beam)
problems.

The basic geometry for a Bragg reflection is shown in figure 2.4. If a beam
of x-rays (assumed, momentarily, to be perfectly collimated and monochromatic)
is incident onto a perfect crystal at nearly the angle of a Bragg reflection, then the
probability of reflection can be quite large, approaching unity. The geometry
shown in figure 2.4 is appropriate for an asymmetric Bragg reflection in that the

. diffracting planes of the crystal are not parallel to the crystal surface. In the case
that the planes are parallel to the surface, the reflection is called symmetric. The
more general case is described here because it is of importance to the optics used
in Miissbauer experiments.
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-

Figure 2.4. Geometry for an asymmetric Bragg reflection. The
crystal planes are shown and are not parallel to the crystal surface.

The ratio of the reflected intensity to the incident intensity (again for a
perfectly monochromatic, collimated beam) is given by [Batterman and Cole,
1964,401*

IRI 2 = b2

where

(2.33)

J-l
= b(&8,)sin(28,)+6(1-b)

21PllV2 I&-II
j., = _ sineh

sin eout

w4)

(2.35)

h = 2dSin8,

b is the asymmetry parameter, b=-1 for a symmetric Bragg reflection, and P is a
polarization factor, P=l for sigma polarization (perpendicular to the scattering
plane) and P=cos2B~  for pi polarization (in the scattering plane). The last
relation is just Bragg’s law. 6 is the decrement of the index of refraction of the
material from 1,6=1-n. This is a measure of the forward scattering. 6~ is a
measure of the scattering into the reflected beam. 6 and 6~ may be related to the
appropriate scattering amplitudes for the crystal unit cell by a simple
proportionality constant:

--

* Note that this form is not correct at grazing angle s of incidence near the critical angle. Also, we
have assumed a centrosymmetric crystal.
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&--F=h2r,fx2
2nv 2nv

(2.37)

where V is the unit cell volume and F is the unit cell scattering amplitude. For
electronic scattering problems, the classical radius of the electron is often factored
out of the scattering amplitude and the oscillator strength in units of free
electrons, f, is used instead. f is approximately the number of electrons in the
unit cell for forward scattering. An analogous relationship to 2.37 exists for 6~
with FJ-J and fH replacing F and f. FH is the just the unit cell scattering amplitude
for the momentum transfer given by Bragg’s law. In general, I &--I I C= I 6 I, and in
the case of equality the reflection is sometimes called a full reflection.

6 and 6~ are complex quantities, but the imaginary parts are typically
small (see table 2.1). Thus, rl may be taken as approximately real and the region
of highreflectivity  is typically quoted as the range from q=+l to q=-1 (since b<O,
rl becomes smaller as angles become larger). The corresponding angular range is

referred to as the Darwin width and is

(2.38)

Figure 2.5 shows the (calculated) reflectivity as a function of angle for 14.4 keV
radiation near the Bragg angle for the Si(ll1)  (symmetric) reflection. It has the
characteristic Darwin-Prins shape, being basically flat topped, with slightly
higher reflectivity at smaller angles. Table 2.1 Lists the relevant parameters for
many of the reflections in Si that are useful for Mossbauer  work*.

--

* The inclusion of the (8 4 0) reflection in the table is due to its polarizing properties.
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Ref. d (A) E W)

(111)
(10 6 4)
(12 2 2)
(975)
(7m
(422 1

(84 0)o
11 x

3.136
0.4405
0.4405
0.4362
0.4480
1.109

0.6072
II

14413
II

(111)
(733)

-.
(111)

.- (333)

3.136
0.6635

9404
II

3.136
1.045

6215
II

eB AND
(Degrees) (Pad)

7.884
77.52
77.52
80.38
73.78
22.83
45.10

I,

12.14 29 1.3 eV (60.29,1.37)
83.47 17 19 meV (20.02,1.15)

18.55 45 0.84 (61.0,3.0)
76.62 28 54 meV (-35.5,-2.8)

AE fH

18 1.9 eV
2.4 7.7 meV
2.4 7.7 meV
2.1 5.2 meV
1.4 5.8 meV
5.9 0.20 eV
2.0 28 meV

0.007 98 PeV

(59.74,0&I)
(12.28,0.55)
(12.2fgO.55)
(-MO,-.38)
(9.07,0.39)

(50.99,0.79)
(-23.70,-.67)

Table 2.1. Parameters for symmetric Bragg reflections in perfect
silicon crystals. The energies correspond to those of the low lying
nuclear excited states of 57Fe ,8%Cr and 181Ta,  respectively. Note
that the forward scattering from silicon at these energies is given by
f(14413eV) = (112.90,0.84),  f(9400eV) = (113.67,1.96)  and f(6215eV)
= (114.64,4.32).  The notation (a,b) indicates a complex number
with real part a and imaginary part b.
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Figure 2.5. Reflectivity as function of angle for a symmetric Si (111)
Bragg reflection at 14.4 keV showing the standard Darwin-Prins
shape. The offset from the exact (geometric) Bragg angle is due to
refraction entering the silicon.

. . A synchrotron, however, is neither perfectly monochromatic nor perfectly
collimated (on the scale of Bragg reflections). Thus, one must consider the effects
of finite divergence and broad bandwidth. The Darwin width represents the
angular acceptance of a crystal exposed to monochromatic radiation. This may
be converted to an energy acceptance using Bragg’s law, giving

Ah AE-= - = COteBAeD =
h E

(2.39)

= If IH

The second equation has used (2.36) and (2.37) and is useful simply because, to a
first approximation, fH is independent of energy so that the fractional energy
width of a reflection is independent of energy.

It is very convenient for the purposes of describing optics for a
synchrotron beamline  to introduce DuMond  diagrams, essentially a 2-
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dimensional figure showing the angular and energy acceptance of perfect crystal
optics. Figure 2.6 shows the diagram for a single Si (111) reflection in a
synchrotron beamline. The heavy vertical lines represent the beam from the
synchrotron wiggler, which has a vertical angular divergence of >- 100 pads.
The pair of diagonal lines represent the acceptance of a Si (111) reflection at 14.4
keV. Thus it is easy to see the Si(ll1)  reflection extracts a (correlated) range of
angles and energies from the synchrotron beam. The energy width is >- 10 eV
and the angular width is the full width of the synchrotron source.

Two facts are immediately obvious from figure 2.6. The first is that, from
the point of view of Mossbauer  experiments (which essentially use only radiation
along a very thin horizontal stripe), there is a lot of extra radiation transmitted
down the beamline. The second is that, at any given energy, there is a lot of
radiation that is not reflected since it is not within the angular acceptance of the
crystal. At a wiggler beamline  with about 200 prad angular divergence (e.g.
beamline 10-2 at SSRL), using a symmetric Si (111) monochromator reduces the
(angle integrated) flux at any energy by about a factor of 10 at 14.4 keV. If the

subsequent experiment is a diffraction experiment and only has limited angular
acceptance, this is not a problem. However, if it is a Mijssbauer  forward
scattering experiment, one has thrown away about a factor of 10 in intensity.
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Figure 2.6. DuMond  diagram for a Si(ll1) Bragg reflection at 14.4
keV.- The vertical lines represent the incident synchrotron radiation
having a divergence of about 100 mrad while the diagonal lines
show the acceptance of the Si crystal.

Practically, the intensity loss at the resonance energy due to the limited
acceptance of the standard Si(ll1) monochromator crystal (relative to the
divergence of the synchrotron radiation) is just accepted. Many experiments are
diffraction experiments, for which it is less important, and for the case of forward
scattering experiments, the next level of optics, described below, reduces the
angular acceptance even further, so it is not worth changing the Si(ll1)
monochromator. At future beamlines (e.g. at ESRF, the APS and Spring-8) this
problem will be corrected in two ways. First the source of the radiation will be
an undulator on a high energy ring with very good emittance  properties, so the
source divergence will only be something like 25 pad, comparable to the Si(ll1)

. Darwin width. Second since these will be beamlines dedicated to Miissbauer
work the first Si (111) crystal may be modified to accept a broader angular range
(see the discussion below).
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In 1987 Faigel, et al, [Faigel, et al., 1987,421 made an important step toward
improving the optics for synchrotron Mossbauer  work. Simple investigation of
Bragg’s law shows that to maximize the angular acceptance for a given energy
width of a reflection, it is best to choose a reflection with a Bragg angle near 90
degrees. Unfortunately, for low energies, the number of reflections possible is
limited by the requirement that h>=2d,  where d is the distance between atomic
Bragg planes, and for silicon at room temperature d = 5.432 A / (hz+k2+12)  where
(h,k,l) are the indices of the reflection. Thus, some allowed reflections* at 14.4
keV in Si that are close to 90 degrees are the (10 6 4) and the (12 2 2) reflections
having Bragg angles of 77.5 degrees and the (9 7 5) reflection having a Bragg
angle of 80.4 degrees (see table 2.1).

Faigel, et al, used a pair of symmetric energy dispersive (10 6 4) reflections
to further monochromatize the incident radiation. A single Bragg reflection
essentially reflects a swath of radiation, as is shown in figure 2.6. If a second
Bragg reflection identical to the first is also used, then (assuming both are
symmetric) there are two distinct ways of aligning the second crystal with

respect to the first. One can align them so the two crystal faces are parallel ( non-
dispersive geometry), or one can align them so they have an angle between the
two surfaces (dispersive geometry). This is shown in figure 2.7

( >a (b)
Figure 2.7. Non-dispersive (a) and dispersive (b) arrangements of a
pair of Bragg reflections.

--

* Silicon is not a simple cubic lattice, but has a basis. It is a diamond lattice consisting (in real
space) of two interpenetrating face-centered cubic lattices. Thus, not all (h,k,l) reflections are
allowed. The selection rules for allowed reflections are then that all of h,k and 1 must be odd, or
they must all be even and their sum (h+k+l) a multiple of four.
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Although the two arrangements are identical for perfectly monochromatic
perfectly collimated beams, they have very different effects for divergent,
polychromatic beams. A moments consideration will show that the non-
dispersive arrangement means that the DuMond plot of the acceptance of each
crystal would be identical, while in a dispersive geometry, the acceptance region
of the second crystal has the opposite slope to that of the first. Thus a pair of
crystals in a dispersive geometry provide highly monochromatic, highly
collimated beams, regardless of the source divergence. Finally, the fact that the
beam from a single pair of crystals in a dispersive geometry leaves the crystals at
some angle, not forward, is irritating so crystals are usually used in monolithic
(for stability) channel cut pairs. The final geometry is then as shown in figure 2.8.

. .
Figure 2.8. A Si (111) monochromator (non-dispersive
arrangement) followed by a pair of channel cut (10 6 4) crystals
arranged in a dispersive arrangement. This geometry was used by
Faigel, et al [Faigel, et al., 1987,421.

The resulting DuMond diagram is shown in figure 2.9. Note the
expanded scale and that the heavy lines now correspond to the Si (111)
acceptance.
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Figure 2.9. DuMond diagram for a Si (111) reflection followed by a
pair of energy dispersive (10 6 4) reflections at 14,4 keV

. .
The use of the two (10 6 4) reflection then reduces the incident bandwidth-to less
than 10 meV and the incident angular divergence to about 2 mrad, so the
incident flux has been reduced by about 4 orders of magnitude (or more).
However, in doing so one has only reduced the rate of resonant quanta by an
order of magnitude (in the reduction of angular acceptance, relative to the
Si(ll1)). Though gaining three orders of magnitude in the signal to noise ratio is
very desirable, the loss in signal of an order of magnitude (or more) is very
irritating in low count rate experiment.

In 1992, Ishikawa, et al, [Ishikawa, et al., 1992,431, suggested that
asymmetric nested arrangement of crystals could be used to gain a larger angular
acceptance and a device was built along these lines by Toellner, et al, [Toellner, et
al., 1992,441. The basic idea here is that an asymmetric reflection can be used to

. collimate the incident beam. It is clear from equation (2.6) that if 8,,#3~ the
angular acceptance of a crystal is changed. Furthermore, due to the symmetry of
the equations, increasing the angular acceptance means that the angular
divergence of the reflected beam will be lower than the incident beam, leading to
collimation. Toellner, et al., used an asymmetrically cut Si (422) crystal to
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collimate the beam incident on a single Si(l0 6 4) channel cut. However, since the
angular collimation of the beam also increases the beam size, as one might expect
from Liouville’s theorem (see figure 2.4),  one also needs to reverse the
collimation process to regain a small beam size. Thus a single symmetric channel
cut (10 6 4) crystal was “nested” inside of a larger asymmetrically channel cut
(4 2 2) reflection.

The arrangement used by Toellner, et al., is shown in figure 2.10. The
asymmetry angle was 20 degrees (&,=2.B”,  8,,t=42.B”),  leading to an angular
acceptance of about 21 pad, sufficient for the divergence from the Si (111)
monochromator, and an output divergence of about 1.6 yrad, which is less then
the acceptance of the (10 6 4) reflection. In a DuMond  diagram see figure 2.9.
which does not show the spatial dimension, the incident stripe of the radiation
from the Si(ll1)  reflection is narrowed into a thin vertical band by the
asymmetric (4 2 2) reflection. The symmetric (10 6 4) reflection then accepts all of
the photons of a given energy (within the angular bandwidth of the Si(ll1)) .
The second (4 2 2) reflection then reduces the beam size, but increases the beam

-divergence to the same as it was before the nested monochromator.

--

Figure 2.10 Asymmetric nested monochromator of Toellner, et al.
[Toellner, et al., 1992,441 The outer two reflections are from a
single asymmetric channel cut Si(4 2 2) crystal while the inner pair
are from asymmetric (10 6 4) crystal. The angles in the diagram are
to scale.
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The experimental arrangement used in many present day nuclear
scattering experiments with synchrotron radiation is then a Si(ll1)
monochromator followed by a nested high resolution monochromator. This
provides an incident bandwidth of about 10 meV and angular divergence of
about 20 l.t.rad.  In particular, the experiments described in chapter 6 of this thesis
were carried out using the nested monochromator built by Toellner, et al.

Monochromators using Nuclear Resonant Scattering.

While high resolution monochromators using electronic scattering have
become a common tool in resonant nuclear scattering experiments with
synchrotron radiation, the use of monochromators based on resonant scattering
is not common. This is primarily due to the fact that a high resolution electronic
monochromator used with a good detector is sufficient to do most experiments.
Making. a monochromator based on resonant scattering requires both the
materials (isotopically enriched) and the means (a deposition system), both of

. -which are expensive. However, there has been a lot of effort to make
monochromators based on resonant scattering, which merits discussion, and it is
also very possible that they will prove useful in future experiments.

The important characteristics for a monochromator using nuclear
scattering are that it should be fairly broad band (for 57Fe, >-1 l.teV - 2OOIo),  that
the frequency response within this band be fairly flat, that the reflectivity outside
of the passband  be small, and that it have a reasonable angular acceptance.
Three approaches have been tried: pure nuclear Bragg reflections in perfect
crystals; pure nuclear reflections from synthetic crystals or multilayers; grazing
incidence anti-reflection (GIAR) films. In addition, there has also been some
consideration of a Fresnel zone plate which might be useful when a small spot
size is required[Mooney, et al., 1992,451, but one has not been built.

--

Pure nuclear Bragg reflections in perfect crystals have extremely good
rejection ratios, in that the reflectivity outside the passband  is very small.
However, the bandwidth, even with speedup effects from dynamical scattering,
is usually less than lOI0,  limited in part by electronic absorption in the sample
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and in part by the small angular acceptance of the reflection’ . Furthermore, the
very structure that makes the reflection electronically forbidden usually affects
the frequency response, so it is not flat. Attempts have been made to remove the
structure in the frequency response, either by subsequent filtering of the reflected
radiation [van Biirck, et aZ., 1990,461 or by heating a crystal near the Neel
temperature [Chumakov, et al., 1990,471, with moderate success. However, no
solution to the problem of a limited bandwidth has been found in naturally
occurring crystals.

Pure nuclear reflections in synthetically grown multilayers are an
attractive alternative to natural crystals. The artificial structure permits the
nuclear environment to be tailored to remove complicated frequency response
(e.g. hyperfine splitting) while the “pure nuclear” character of the reflection is
preserved by selective isotopic enrichment (e.g. a s7Fe/56Fe  superlattice has a
pure nuclear reflection). Multilayer reflections also tend to have relatively large
angular acceptances. However, the bandwidth of such structures, though larger
than that of a pure nuclear reflection, is still limited, being about 4OIo (0.2 meV)

.- [Chumakov, et al., 1991,481 [Chumakov, et al., 1993,491 or 2OIo [Riihlsberger, et
al., 1993,501 depending upon the multilayer. In addition, because they operate at
small angles of incidence (~10 mrad), there tends to be some specular reflection
of the non-resonant radiation (non-resonant reflectivity -10-3, resonant
reflectivity -10-l) so the rejection ratio is not nearly as good as for perfect
crystals, though this may be improved somewhat in future work [Chumakov,
1993,511.

GIAR films provide the largest bandwidths of any of these methods.
These devices rely on specular reflection from a resonant material. The non-
resonant reflectivity is reduced through interference with a non-resonant
overlayer or substrate. GIAR films were the first method considered specifically
with synchrotron radiation in mind [Harmon, et al., 1979,521. and they have been
the subject of considerable theoretical [Hannon, et al., 1985,53, Harmon, et al.,

. 1985,54,  Hannon, et al., 1985,55,  Hannon, et al., 1985,561 and experimental
[Grote, et al., 1989,57,  Grote, et al., 1991,58,  Rohlsberger,  et al., 1992,59, Alp, et al.,
1993,60, Riihlsberger, et al., 1993,611 work. While the bandwidth for these

--

* The maximum speedup only occurs over a very small angular range at the center of the Bragg
peak. Thus the angular acceptance with high bandwidth is very limited.
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devices can be large (measured value -llOIo[Riihlsberger,  et al., 1992,59]),  the
grazing incidence geometry introduces structure into the reflectivity profile (see
the previous refs. and [Gerdau, et al., 1990,621) which affects the time response of
samples placed downstream [Rohlsberger,  et al., 1992,59, Rohlsberger, et al.,
1993,611..
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4. The Optical Theory for Homogeneous Media and
Ideal Multilayers

Introduction

This chapter presents the optical theory for the interaction of x-rays with
thin films. The results in this chapter are not surprising, and in fact, those for
isotropic materials have been presented in various forms on many occasions.
However, a careful derivation of the optical approach beginning at the level of
Maxwell’s equations is difficult to find in the literature, where starting points are
frequently vague and approximations are typically made early on. In addition,
to this author’s knowledge, a general optical approach for x-ray response of
anisotropic materials has not been presented in the literature, though one method
valid in some special cases for grazing angles of incidence has been presented

.-[Hannon,  et-al.,  1985, l] and a more general form, also valid only at grazing
incidence has recently been presented [Irkaev, et ul., 1993,2].

The X-ray Wave Equation in a Dielectric Material

The optical and diffraction theories of x-ray interaction with matter both
may begin with a wave equation for the fields inside a material at x-ray
frequencies. Ideally, one would begin this derviation with the microscopic
Maxwell equations (see, e.g. [Jackson, 1975,3] p. 227). These are (in Gaussian
units)

V.b = 0

Vee = 47cp

(4.la)

(4.lb)

1 abVxe = -cat

--

(4.lc)
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Vxb = f% + $j (4.ld)

where e and b are the microscopic fields and p and j the microscopic charge and
current densities. However, these equations include all the details of the atomic
and molecular structure (e.g. coulombic forces) which are not of interest in
calculating the response of a material at x-ray frequencies. This is because, to a
very good approximation, the structure (charge density) of the solid will not be
affected by the presence of the weak x-ray field at very high frequencies. Thus,
we separate out the x-ray fields and the currents induced by those fields, but
retain the microscopic charge distribution (see also the discussion in [Landau, et
al., 1984,4] pp. 440-441). The equations become

V.B = 0 (4.2a)

V*E = 47tp (4.2b)

VxE = -iaBcat
1aEVxB=;,+*J

C

(4.2~)

(4.2d)

where the capitalized quantities indicate that we have focussed  on the x-ray
induced fields and currents in the material. Defining D by (see e.g. [Agranovich
and Ginzburg, 1966,5] [Ginzburg, et al., 1962,6])

aD aE
- =  a t +  4n=at

the equations (4.2) may be re-written as

‘7.B = 0

V.D = 0

VxE = -;$

(4.3)

(4.4a)

(4.4b)

(4.4c)
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1aDVxB =  - -
c at

(4.4d)

Equation (4.4b)  is a consequence of charge conservation*. Then noting that (4.4a)
and (4.4b)  are satisfied if (4.4~) and (4.4d) are, (apply V l to 4.4~ and 4.4d and
then use V l (V x A) = 0, where A is any vector) these equations may be reduced
to the desired wave equation

1 a*DVxVxE =  - - -
C* at* (4.5)

Finally, the wave equation may be converted to wave-vector and frequency space
(k,o) through the usual Fourier transform relationships (A represents any vector
quantity)+

-. A(k,<i>)  = dx dt e-i(kox-“t)  A(x, t) (4.6a)

.
A(x,t) = 1

(W4
dk do e+i(k*x-ot)  A(k,o)

Thus equation (4.5) becomes

Ww) = z‘* [(k.k)E(k,o)  - (k.E(k,o))k] (4.7)

(4.6b)

Where the vector identity kx(kxE) = (k.E) k - (k*k) E has been used.

Constitutive Relations

One requires a constitutive relationship between E and D in order to
proceed. X-rays interact weakly with matter so it is sufficient to assume a linear

--

* It is not necessarily clear that V l J + dp/dt = 0 is valid in this case, as p is the microscopic
charge while J is the x-ray induced current. However, we assume that any high frequency
component to the charge density is just that induced by the x-ray field.
+ Explicitly, a plane wave has A(k) = 6(k-k’) so its spatial dependence is AkI (X) 0~ e+ik’ox
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relationship. Then, most generally, one has (see, e.g., [Agranovich and Ginzburg,
1966,5])

Di(X,t) =
J J

d t ’ dx’ Eij(t- t’,X,X’)  Ej(X’,t’) (4.8)

where repeated indices are to be summed over. The use of the argument t-t’
assumes that the problem is time invariant. E is also assumed causal,
&ij(t-t’<O,X,X’)=O  .

Equation (4.8) may be transformed to (k,o) space using

D(k,o) = dxdt emikex e”& D(x, t) (4.9a)

-. 1&ij(t-tt’,X,xl) = (2~~7 Idk,dk*d~, (4.9b)

1
EWt’) = (2n)4 dk,  do,  e+ik3’x’ emi”zt’ E(k, ,co2) (4.9c)

Equation (4.8) then reduces to

1-Di(kJo) = t27cl3 dk’ &ij(k,-k’,o)Ej(k’,o) (4.10)

The Dielectric Tensor in Crystalline and Homogeneous Materials

At this point, one must make additional assumptions about the material in
order to continue easily. For the bulk of this chapter, only the result for a
homogeneous material is required. However, since a homogeneous material
may be taken as a limiting case of a crystal (the limit in which it is translationally
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invariant for any displacement), I take the small additional space here to derive
the crystal result. In a crystal, the material response is invariant under
translation by any lattice vector, R. One has

Eij(t,X,X’)  = Eii(t,X+R,X’+R) (4.11)

For the transformed (k-space) quantity, this reduces to the condition that

(4.12)

Therefore either Eij(k,-k’,w)=O  or the exponential factor is one. The condition that
the exponential be one is precisely that k-k’ = H, where H is a reciprocal lattice
vector for the crystal. Then we may write

Eij(k,-k’,CO)  = (2~)~  CG(k-k’sH)  Ey(k,O)
H-.

Inserting this into (4.10) we have

(4.13)

Di(k,o) = c Er(k,m)  Ej(k  - H,co) (Crystal) (4.14)
H

For a homogeneous (but not necessarily isotropic) material the translation
R in (4.11) and (4.12) may be any vector. The sum then drops out of (4.14) leaving
the simple constitutive relation

Di(k,co)  = E~(k,O)  Ej(k,o) (Homogeneous Material) (4.15)

It is very important to note that, within this homogeneous limit, the
dielectric tensor only depends on the direction of propagation. It does not
depend on the momentum transfer (k-k’ or H). This is in sharp distinction to the
conventional scattering theory used to describe either the scattering of a crystal

. (equation 4.14),  or that of a single atom . In these cases the scatterer is not
homogeneous, having internal structure, either that of the electron orbitals or
that of the crystal lattice (or both). However, rigorously speaking the assumption
of a homogenous sample means there is no internal structure, and hence no
dependence on the momentum transfer. Thus the theory presented here is only
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strictly valid for scattering in nearly forward directions, where the internal
structure does not matter.

The Dispersion Relation

Use of the constitutive relation for D (either 4.14 or 4.15) in the Maxwell
equation relating D and E, equation (4.4b),  gives a condition for relating the
components of the dielectric tensor and the components of E&o)  and k.
Considering only homogeneous materials (and dropping the superscript on E)
this is

Wm) E(k,o) = z‘* [(k+E(k,o)  - (k l E(k,@)k] (4.16)

The arrow on top of the boldface indicates a tensor quantity. Then taking
Eh(kk,w) to be an eigenvector of the dielectric tensor with eigenvalue &@,w)

. this reduces‘ to

Note that either direct consideration of equation (4.16) or equation (4.4b),
requiring k*D(k) = 0, gives that

.k’.E’(k’,Ci))  = 0

so that the second term on the right hand side of equation (4.16) has been
dropped in equation (4.17).

Connection to Quantum Mechanics: The Lorentz Relation

(4.17)

(4.18)

At this point it becomes appropriate to investigate the form of the
dielectric tensor. For x-rays interacting with matter, the Lorentz relation may be
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used to connect E with the scattering amplitude*. For homogenous, isotropic
media this is (see, e.g., [Lax, 1951,7],[Goldberger  and Watson, 1964,8],  p 559,
[Sakurai, 1967,9], p 62)

E(O) = 1 + 47c c2pw) (4.19)

N is the number density of scatterers and F is their (forward) scattering
amplitude. This relationship is also sometimes stated in terms of the index of
refraction of the material, n, defined by nz=e.* Finally we note that this equation
in fact assumes an isotropic distribution of scattering centers. In the case of
highly ordered structure, there may be field correlations that modify this result
[Lax, 1951,7].

More generally, we are interested in anisotropic materials. Here a
relationship of the form of (4.19) may be assumed to exist for each
eigenpolarization in the medium (see, e.g. [Harmon and Trammell, 1969, lo]).

.-Thus (4.19) becomes

C2eh(k,a) = 1 + 47c-a2 N F”(km) (4.20)

where h is the index on the eigenvalues and eigenvectors determined from the
forward scattering amplitude.

It is convenient to break FL into the sum of a contribution from the
electronic scattering and one from nuclear scattering. We write

F”(k,co)  = - re f(o) + Fi(k,u>) (4.21)

* Note that an alternative is to calculate the induced currents and find the term linear in the
applied field. This allows identification of a conductivity tensor, 6, that may be related to the

. above defined dielectric tensor by [Ginzburg, et al., 1962,6]

where i is the identity matrix.

*Taking  n=l-6 andk=o/conehas 6 = -2nNF(w)/k2
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Where re = 2.818~10~l5  m is the classical radius of the electron. The quantity f(o)
is an oscillator strength for the electronic scattering by an atom, relative to the
scattering by a free electron* . It is approximately the number of electrons in the
atom, Z. More carefully, of course, f includes corrections for the atomic structure
and for Compton scattering. It will have both real and imaginary parts and one
writes f(o) = Z + f’(o) + if ‘(0) (see, e.g., Dames,  1962 (Reprinted 1982),  111,
chapter 3). The corrections have been both measured and calculated (see
[McMaster, et al., 1969,12],[Cromer  and Liberman, 1981,131 and [Her&e, et al.,
1992,141). The negative sign is introduced in (4.21) because x-ray frequencies are
typically higher than most electronic resonance frequencies so that the scattering
amplitude is negative (the sign has no connection to the sign of the electronic
charge).

The values of Fi and the eigenvectors are determined from the nuclear
scattering amplitude. The amplitude for coherent scattering of a wave with free
space wave vector kr and polarization 2: into a wave with wave vector k: and

‘polarization 6: is given as-

(4.22)

where a is related to the appropriate T matrix element and may be written as a
multipole expansion in vector spherical harmonics. The form of a is explored
in appendix A. For the moment, we only note that choice of an orthogonal pair
of polarizations 6: and 6: allows construction of a scattering tensor in the
(Sz,&E) basis:

(4.23)

* Note that without the assumption of a homogenous medium (equation 4.14 and following) , f
zould depend on the momentum transfer as well as the energy.

The superscripts “v” are to indicate that these quantities are free space or vacuum quantities. In
particular, this means that the wave vectors kr and kr may be taken as real, without
imaginary components.
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The (possibly non-orthogonal) eigenvectors and their eigenvalues may then be
determined in this basis, and transformed to real space. Given some vacuum
wave vector, kv, one can determine the eigenvectors, 5”’ (k’ ), and eigenvalues,
d’li (k” ).

There is some slight difficulty, however, when the above treatment to
determine eigenpolarizations and eigenvalues is combined with the dispersion
relation inside the medium, equation (4.17). In particular, the vectors kh appearing
in equation (4.17) will not be the free space wave vectors used with the scattering
amplitude. They will, in general, have an imaginary component due to the
imaginary part of EL and may not be in the same direction as the vacuum wave
vector (see the discussion below for planar interfaces). Therefore the eigenvalues
EL in (4.17) are not obviously related to those obtained from solving the
eigenvalue problem in (4.23). However, clarification of this point may be found
in Lax’s paper[Lax, 1951,7] where a careful effective field treatment of multiple

.-scattering shows that the appropriate action is to take the wave vectors in (4.22)-
(4.24) to be the wave vectors in the medium. This, of course, does not completely
solve the problem since it is not clear how addition of an imaginary component
to the wave vectors in (4.22)-(4.24)  is to be treated. However, practically, the
imaginary part of the wave vector will be much smaller than the real part and
may be neglected in (4.22)-(4.24).

Dispersion Relation with a Planar Interface

We will be considering the problem of a plane wave incident from
vacuum onto a planar boundary. Therefore it is useful to consider the solution to
the dispersion relation in this case. In particular, if the wave incident from
vacuum has a single well defined k-vector, then satisfying any boundary
condition that requires continuity of a field across the interface will require that
all waves have the same components of k in the plane of the boundary. Writing
kll for this component, the dispersion relation in the material, equation (4.17),
becomes an equation for the component of k normal to the interface, k,
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(4.25)

And then taking the incident (vacuum) wave vector to have magnitude ko=o/ c
and to make an angle 8, with the interface, this becomes

k; = fk,[[e”(k;,k,,w)  - cos* e]*‘* (4.26)

It is useful to re-write (4.26) in terms of the eigenvalue solutions of (4.22) - (4.24),
apropos the discussion at the end of the preceding section. This gives

% = &k, @(i;“’[ ,o) - cos* ql’*
= f k&in* 8 - 26”(i(‘“,0)]~‘*

~“li _ Re(khl Re{ki} f + k,,

k = IRdk?l  = (Re{ki}*  + k,,*)l’*

(4.27a)

(4.27b)

(4.28)

2 is the unit vector perpendicular to the interface. This pair of equations may be
solved iteratively. First one takes ph to be the wave vector incident from
vacuum in (4.27) and finds the appropriate component k;. Then a new iv’ is
calculated according to (4.28) which may be used in (4.27),  etc. In practice only
one or two iterations are typically necessary.

Finally, we consider how many solutions of (4.27) are pertinent to the
problem of a plane wave incident on a planar interface. It is clear that for each
eigenvalue h, equation (4.27) has two solutions corresponding to the two signs
from the square root. However, only one of these propagates in (nearly) the

. direction of the vacuum wave vector and the other may be dropped. Since the
construction of the eigenproblem (see the previous section) allows two
eigenvalues for each vacuum wave vector, there are 2 possible solutions
corresponding to these two values. Finally, complete treatment of the problem
must allow a reflected wave in vacuum addition to an incident wave. Therefore
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a second vacuum wave vector must be included and one has four possible waves
excited in each material by a single incident (and reflected) wave.

Boundary Conditions at Planar Interfaces

We now consider the boundary value problem of plane waves at planar
interfaces. Of course, this problem has been considered in many different
incarnations (see, e.g. [Born and Wolf, 1980,151 for optical problems or Dames,
1962 (Reprinted 1982), 111 for x-rays). However, we will use these equations in a
slightly novel format, so I derive them below.

I consider the equations appropriate for describing the fields at planar
vacuum-dielectric interface, or in a layered structure, where the planar interfaces
between all layers are parallel. The in-plane dimensions of the solid are much
larger than -the wavelength of the radiation, and may be taken as infinite. I also
assume that all waves in the media have been excited by an incident plane wave
-with a single well defined momentum. These assumptions have the important
immediate consequence that, in order to meet the boundary conditions at the
interfaces, all waves in all materials must have the same in-plane component of
k. In addition, assumption of a homogeneous material allows restriction of all
wave vectors in the problem to the scattering plane (where the scattering plane is
defined as the plane normal to the interface that encompasses the incident wave
vector).
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G

Y
k incident k reflected X

Figure 4.1. Geometry for solution of the boundary value problem
of a plane wave incident on a dielectric or dielectric stack.

The problem is then reduced to the situation diagrammed in figure 4.1.
All wave vectors are in the xz plane, having independent components kit and k,.
kll is taken to be the component of the wave vector in the plane of the interface
and k, is the component normal to the interface. Note that the subscripts on k

. are defined relative to the interface, not relative to scattering plane. Field vectors,
of course, may have components in any direction, though the incident wave is
assumed to be a standard TEM wave appropriate for the vacuum solution of
Maxwell’s equation.
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The starting point for the boundary value problem is to assume a form for
fields on either side of the boundary. In particular, we consider the possibility
(discussed above) that a single incident wave (from vacuum) excites four waves
in each dielectric medium. Then one takes the fields to be the following on the
upper and lower sides of an interface:

4 4

E up = z
E(k,m) =

c
cata

a=1 a=1

8 8

E, = c E&a/a)  = c Cata
a=5 a=5

(4.29a)

The second equality in each may be taken as a definition of the unit vectors for
the eigenpolarizations, k. These may be complex so the unit vector condition is
~~~=l.  The k-dependence has been absorbed into the subscripts and the
frequency dependence will be suppressed for the remainder of this discussion.

The boundary conditions for the fields at an interface between two media
can just be derived by integrating (4.4) over the usual Gaussian pillbox and
Stokesian loop (see, e.g., Uackson,  1975,3] pp. 17-20). In this case, one finds B
must be continuous accross the interface, as are the components of D
DerDendicular to the interface and the comDonents of E in the plane of the
m&face.  Using the Maxwell equations, (414),

4

V@
c cat a = va

a=1

these conditions reduce to

(4.30a)

4

We
c caka x (a = wo

a=1

8
c caka x Ea
a=5

(4.3Ob)

&,(k;i,  -(k,  .e,)k,)  = z.$ca(k:[a  -(k, l e,)k,) (4.30~)
a=1 a=5
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where v is any vector parallel to the interface, w is any vector at all, and z is
normal to the interface. In particular, these equations correspond, respectively,
to the continuity of En, B, and Dp. Now it is convenient to introduce the
coordinate system shown in Fig. 4.1. Namely, the z direction is chosen to be
normal to interface, the x direction is chosen in the plane of the interface and the
incident k-vector (the xz plane is the scattering plane) and the y direction is the
third right-hand orthonormal direction, as shown. In accordance with the
condition above, that all k-vectors have the same in plane components and that
the xz plane is the scattering plane, we have

k, = k,$ + k,i (4.31)

Use of the condition (4.31) in equations (4.30) shows that equation (4.30~) and the
z-component of equation (4.3Ob)  are redundant with the others. The
independent boundary conditions are that the parallel components of E and B
are continuous. In component form these are-.

4 8c caLx = c ca Lx (4.32a)
a=1 a=5

4 8

x ca5ay = c ca5ay
a=1 a=5

4 8

c ca kap 5ay = c ca kap 5 ,
a=1 a=5

4

c (
ca k, 5, - kap (ax) = t Ca(k,, !az -kap 5,)

a=1 a=5

(4.32b)

(4.32~)

(4.32d)

The transversality condition, equation (4.18), and the unit magnitude of
. the polarization vectors also give

kl14ax  + kap5az = O (4.33)

(4.34)
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which may be solved to remove all components of the polarization but one from
equations (4.32).

In particular, using 4.33 to remove 5,x and the dispersion relation,
equation (4.26) equations (4.32) become

4 8

c Cakap5ay  = ca kap 5ay
a=1 a=5

4 8c ca5ay = c cakay
a=1 a=5

4 8

c ca kap5az = c ca kap 5az
a=1 a=5

4 8

z CaEa5az  = c ca &a 5az
a=1 a=5

kup = f k&(k,,o) - cos2 e)“’ (4.36)

(4.35a)

(4.35b)

(4.35c)

(4.35d)

The signs in (4.36) are chosen so that the various k-vectors are in appropriate
directions.

The set of four equations (4.35) relate the eight quantities ca: if any four
are specified, the others may be determined. For example if the incident wave
field (cl and ~2) from the top was specified and the incident wave field from
below were known to be zero (c7=cg=O) then these equations would generate the
analog of the Fresnel reflection and transmission coefficients from conventional
optics. Alternatively, if the wave fields below an interface were specified, the

. wave field above the interface could be calculated. In particular it is useful to
note that these equation may be cast in matrix form:

(4.37a)
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(;I) = T (::) + it (z;) (4.37b)

where the components of the matrices are determined from (4.35). The analogy
with the usual Fresnel coefficients is clear: 6 and ‘? are the reflectivity and
transmission matrices for waves incident from the top of the interface (assuming
no upward propagating waves in the lower medium) while the primed
quantities are for waves incident from below the interface. Exact expressions for
the components of these matrices may be written down from equations (4.35) but
they are cumbersome and, except in special cases, the equations are solved
numerically.

Isotropic Media

Equations (4.35) simplify in the case of isotropic media. In each medium, E
.-is independent of the wave field under consideration, and likewise, so is k (up to
the sign). In addition, the eigenpolarizations may be chosen to be perpendicular
and parallel to the xz plane, typically called sigma and pi polarizations,
respectively. Under these conditions, equations (4.35a)  and (4.35b)  are
independent of (4.35~) and (4.35d), or, equivalently, all matrices in (4.37) are
diagonal. Taking wave fields 1,3,5  and 7 to be sigma polarized (eY=l, {x=&=0)
and 2,4,6  and 8 to be pi polarized (sY=O, S,=kP/k,  c,=-kn/k),  and primed
quantities to be in the lower medium (un-primed in the upper), one has

Cl + C3 = cg + CT (4.41a)

k, Cc, - ~3) = k; Cc, - c,>
&&(C2 + c4> = &‘5&j  + cs)

kp42(C2  - c4) = k;&(C,  - ~8)

(4.41b)

(4.41c)

(4.41d)

--

Direct solution of these in the special case where c7 and cg are zero gives
the standard Fresnel coefficients for reflection and transmission. In particular,
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R, = % = k, - k,’

Cl k, + kp’

To = 5 = =P

Cl k, +k,’

R, = 2 =
k,/c-kk’p/E’

C2 k,/e+k;/e’

TX = c, = _k’ 2k,
C2 k $k,+k;

(4.42a)

(4.42b)

(4.42~)

(4.42d)

k, = -(E - cos2  f2 (4.43)

Where-k and k’ are the magnitudes of the appropriate k-vectors. In fact, the
factor k’/k in the last equation is nearly one and may be dropped. In addition,

. -for most of the following we will be concerned with grazing incidence. In this
case, the differences between kp and kl,* are larger than the changes in the
dielectric constants, so that one may take E =E’ in both equations (4.42~) and
(4.42d).  The reflectivities for sigma and pi radiation in this case are degenerate,
so that one may write

R@,e,e’) = k, -k,’ 1-pk +k , = -
l+P

(4.44a)
P P

T@,E,E’) = 2kP 2
k,+k,’ = l+p (4.44b)

P ipE---Z [ 82 - 26.]1’2

p [e2 - 26]1’2
(4.45)

The approximate equality in (4.45) has been obtained by a small angle expansion
and assuming that the form of E’ is

& E n2 = (l-6)2 = l - 2 6 (4.46)
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where n is the index of refraction of the material and 6~~1. Another useful
relationship that follows directly from (4.44) (or from the continuity of the in
plane component of the E field) is that

T = l+R (4.47)

We also note that the other quantities in equation (4.37) are easily seen to be
R’ = -R = (B-l)/(p+l),  T’=l+R’ = 1-R = 2B/(p+l).

We consider the case of 14.413 keV x-rays incident (from vacuum) onto a
thick layer of bulk density iron. One has 6=0 and 8=7.4x10-6  + i 3.4x10-7 [Cromer
and Liberman, 1981,131 [Brennan and Cowan, 1992,161 Figure 4.3 shows both
the reflectivity, I R I 2 and the transmission I T I 2 as a function of grazing angle.
Total external reflection is evident for small angles, with a swift fall off in
reflectivity at angles of incidence above the critical angle, 8,=(2Re{6})1/2 = 3.8
mrad. The-transmission (really the field intensity at the surface) peaks at the
critical angle, where both reflected waves and incident waves are in phase and

. iarge.  Note that, for this case, the approximations used to go from (4.42) to (4.44),
(the small angle

I I I
- Reflected

0.8 ____.___._  Transmitted

I/ --.,,--.,,,,;;L-!----.- . ..-..-- I -_____  -

.
0 2 4 6 8 10

Grazing Angle (mrad)
Figure 4.2. Fresnel reflection and transmission coefficients for bulk
density iron at 14.4 keV.



approximation and assuming pi=sigma), introduce fractional errors of less than
5x10-4  in the calculation I R I 2 and I T I 2 out to an angle of 50 mrad. Thus (4.44)
is a very good approximation.

Reflectivity from a Resonant Medium.

In going from the isotropic electronic reflectivity of materials to the
reflectivity of a nuclear resonant material, there are two significant changes.
First, the resonant nature of the nuclear transition means that the reflectivity is
sharply energy dependent, and second, there can be complicated polarization
effects. For the moment, we focus on the energy dependence. This was first
investigated in the papers of Bernstein and Campbell [Bernstein and Campbell,
1963,121 and of Wagner [Wagner, 1968,181.

. Mathematically, the reflectivity for a single isolated transition (without
complicated polarization dependence) can be handled exactly as the isotropic
case, except that the frequency dependence of the scattering amplitude (or delta)
must be included explicitly. One has, for x-rays incident from vacuum onto a
material with an isotropic resonant transition

1-PR(8,o) = -
l+P

p [= i - 26(w)/e2]1’2

(4.48)

(4.49)

where one takes ~(O)=&+&,(O).  Se is due to electronic scattering and may be
taken as frequency independent* (relative to the nuclear response) while h(o) is
the nuclear part and has a Lorentzian frequency dependence. 6(o) is plotted in

. figure 4.3.

--

* In all experiments discussed in this thesis, the bandwidth of the incident radiation is sufficiently
small so that the frequency (energy) dependence of the electronic scattering may be neglected.
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Figure 4.3. Index of refraction for bulk density 57Fe without
hyperfine splitting (resonant fraction-enrichment product = 0.35 ).
The real part (solid line) and magnitude of the imaginary part
(dashed line) are both shown.

‘In general, the resonant contribution has three effects: it increases delta at
frequencies above the resonant transition, decreases delta below the transition
and adds an imaginary part to delta in the immediate neighborhood of the
transition. Thus, up to the effect of increased absorption, one expects the
reflectivity at a given angle to be enhanced relative to the electronic reflectivity at
frequencies above the transition frequency, and decreased at frequencies below
the resonance. Which effect is most visible is dependent on the angle of
incidence, as is shown in figure 4.4. Below the critical angle the reflectivity is
nearly saturated and the effect of the resonance is mostly to reduce the
reflectivity at energies below the transition energy (in effect, the reflection below
the critical angle with a resonant transition acts as a band reject filter on the
incident radiation). Above the critical angle, the background reflectivity due to
electronic scattering is small so the resonance primarily enhances the reflectivity
at frequencies above the critical angle (a band-pass filter). In the immediate

. neighborhood of the critical angle, the reflectivity is very sensitive to changes in
delta, and thus the resonance perturbs the electronic response even when the
energy is far from the resonance value.
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Figure 4.4. Reflectivity in the vicinity of an unsplit nuclear
transition for the angle of incidence (a) below the critical angle, (b)
at the critical angle and (c) above the critical angle (3.0,3.8  and 4.6
mrad, respectively). The index of refraction is as given in figure 4.3.

Polarization Effects

Resonant transitions may affect the polarization properties of the reflected
. beam. In particular, as discussed in appendix A, the eigenpolarizations within a

resonant medium are not generally the simple sigma and pi polarizations
typically used to describe scattering from isotropic materials. We will be
concerned with two cases, scattering from iron which has its quantization axis
either perpendicular to the incident photon direction, or parallel to it. In the
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former case, the polarizations are indeed the sigma and pi polarizations. The
reflectivity as a function of energy (for 0,) is shown in figure 4.5.

l.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,

- Sigma

-50 0 50
Energy (Nat. Line Widths)

.
Figure 4.5. Reflectivity from hyperfine split iron of bulk density
with a magnetic field in the plane of the interface and
perpendicular to the photon propagation direction. Resonant
fractionenrichment product = 0.35.

In the case where the quantization axis is parallel to the incident beam, the
internal polarizations are circular, so that the reflectivity for sigma and pi
polarized light is not well defined: the matrix R is not diagonal in a sigma-pi
basis. However, the reflectivity for incident circularly polarized light is well
defined and this is plotted, again for typical iron, in figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.6. Reflectivity from hyperfine split iron of bulk density
with a magnetic field in the plane of the interface and parallel to the
photon propagation direction. Resonant fraction-enrichment
product = 0.35.

Comparison with the GIAR Theory

The results (4.35) may be reduced to those of Hannon et al [Hannon,  et al.,
1985,1]  for grazing incidence anti-reflection (GIAR) films. In particular, the
work in the series of papers describing GIAR films [Hannon,  et al., 1985,19,
Hannon,  et al., 1985,20,  Hannon, et al., 1985,1,  Hannon,  et al., 1985,21]is  for the
special case when the angle of incidence is small and there is only one anisotropic
layer in a multilayer stack. This allows several useful approximations to be
made. The small angle of incidence (and therefore small scattering angle) allows
one to neglect the differences in the eigenpolarizations and index of refraction
between the upward and downward propagating waves in the anisotropic layer:
the layer is assumed to have only two independent wave-fields, instead of the
more general case of four used to generate (4.35). One also takes the

. eigenpolarizations in all layers to be those of the single anisotropic layer and
neglects the differences in polarization caused by the refraction of the waves (this
is equivalent to neglecting the difference between sigma and pi reflectivities in
the isotropic case described above).
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Returning to (4.35) and taking the top layer to be isotropic, and the lower
layer to be the anisotropic one, these assumptions have the following
consequences:

kpl=kp2=-kp3=-kp4 kp7=-kp3r  kp8=-kp6,
s1y=53y=s5y=s7y hz=k3z=55z=~7z

In addition, we ignore the difference of the dielectric constants from one in
(4.35d).  Then, assuming independent excitation of the eigenpolarizations,
equations (4.35) reduce to the same equations as were derived for the sigma
reflectivity of isotropic layers. Thus the procedure suggested in the GIAR papers
is just to divide the incident wave into the eigenpolarizations of the anisotropic
layer and then solve the problem for each polarization component
independently.

The results of the GIAR theory have been checked against those of the full
. theory (equations 4.35) and good agreement has been found in cases where the
GIAR theory applies.

Recursive Solution to the Multilayer Problem.

Equations (4.35) or (4.37) allow the problem of a wave incident on a
multilayer structure (fig. 4.1) to be solved recursively. Starting at the bottom
interface, one uses (4.35) to generate a matrix relating (~3~4)  to (~1~~2) assuming
there is no upwardly propagating wave in the lower material (c7=cs=O). Then,
since the propagation of the wave in each medium is understood, one may
convert the matrix relation between the fields at the lower interface into a
relationship between the fields just below the next interface. Equations (4.35) are

. then used at this next interface and the process continues until one has a matrix
relating the incident and reflected waves at the top interface.
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In a little more detail, one proceeds as follows. Take cl-c8 to be the
relative field amplitudes at the lower interface (see fig 4.7) and Cl-C8 to be the
relative amplitudes at the upper interface.

c c
1 2

Figure 4.7. Wave fields for the recursive solution to the multilayer
problem.
-.

Our problem reduces to determining a relationship between (E, 3, ) and (e, ,E4 )
.-given the relationship between (cl,c2)  and (cgcq): i.e. given alower  find aUpper,
where these matrices are defined by

(4.50a)

The form of the field in the layer gives

(4.50b)

(4.51a)

(4.51b)
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Where d is the thickness of the layer. Substitution of (4.50) and (4.51) into (4.37)
then allows fi upper to be expressed in terms of alower and the matrices
R,T,R’ and?, all at the upper interface, and the propagation matrices, e1 and g2.
Carrying out the algebra gives

Assuming isotropic materials in the recursion relation, (4.52), gives

Rupper =
R + (T T’ - R R’)e-Zik’pd RI,,,,

1 - e-2ik1pd R’ Rlower

(4.52)

(4.53a)

= R + e-2ik1pd Rlower
1 + em2*lpd  Rlower R

(4.53b)

-where R is the Fresnel reflectivity of the upper interface, Rlower is the reflectivity
at the lower interface (including modification for all lower layers) and Rupper is
the total reflectivity of the upper interface. Note that equation 4.47 and the
forms for T’ and R’ (see paragraph below 4.47) have been used in deriving (4.53b)
Strictly speaking, these equations only apply for sigma radiation, but, at grazing
incidence, they can be taken as correct for pi radiation as well (see above).

Comparison with the theory of Irkaev, et al.

Recently Irkaev et aZ[Irkaev,  et al., 1993,2] have presented a different
approach to grazing incidence calculations. The starting point is the same
Maxwell equations as were used here, but cast in a matrix formalism that has
been used with visible light and ellipsometry (see [Azzam and Bashra, 1977,221,

. pp. 340347). The one-dimensional nature of the problem (i.e.: variation in
material properties only in the z direction) allows the solution to be stated as a
series of matrices describing the propagation of the fields in each layer, or more
exactly, relating the in plane components of E and H at the boundaries of each
layer (recall these were the only independent components in solving the
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boundary value problem). The results should therefore be identical to those
given here, with a repetitive method allowing the solution of multilayer
problems. One notes however, that the results of Irkaev et al, are directly in
terms of the fields in each layer and thus, while they do not yield the reflectivity
so directly as the method described above, they may be more convenient for
finding the fields as a function of depth in the sample (though, with a little
manipulation, either method can provide either quantity.)
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5. Rough Interfaces.

Introduction

The previous chapter developed theory appropriate for describing the
scattering that occurs at ideal smooth interfaces in multilayer structures. In
reality, interfaces are not flat and it is well known that deviations from ideal
structure, roughness, can have substantial effects on the reflectivity measured
from layered materials. Therefore it is important that the theory described above
be modified to include the roughness that will be present at real interfaces.

Deviations from ideal interface structure can be grouped into two broad
categories: rough interfaces and graded interfaces. The basic idea is shown in
figure 5.1.

(a) (d
Figure 5.1. Different types of idealized interfaces: (a) flat, (b) purely
rough and (c) graded.

Figure 5.la shows an ideal interface between two materials, the type for which
the solution of the previous chapter is appropriate. Figure 5.lb shows a purely
rough interface. In this case, there are still two distinct regions, one of each type
of material, but the boundary between them is not flat. This means that there
will some be diffuse scattering into non-specular directions. Figure 5.1~ shows a
graded interface. In this case there is only mixing or inter-diffusion between the
two layers, and this inter-diffusion is assumed uniform in the plane of the
interface. All scattering from a graded interface will preserve the specular
condition; there will be no diffuse scattering from a graded interface.
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A real interface will, in general, be some combination of rough and graded
and the tendency toward one or the other type will have strong influence on the
amount of diffuse scattering from the interface. However, we are only concerned
with specular scattering, and, in this case the two type of interfaces are
essentially indistinguishable. This is because x-ray scattering probes the Fourier
components of the scattering amplitude (or charge distribution for simple
electronic scattering) in the direction of the momentum change of the photon.
Specular scattering means the momentum transfer is purely perpendicular to the
surface, and so it probes only the average density as a function of depth.
Therefore it is not possible distinguish between a rough and a graded interface
just by measuring the intensity of a specularly reflected beam.

Strictly speaking, the above statement is true only if the transverse scale of
the roughness is small compared to the size of the first Fresnel zone (see the
discussion to follow) and if the angle of incidence is not so small that multiple
scattering of x-rays within the interface must be considered (see [Smirnov, ef al.,

. -1979,1]). However, the former condition seems to be met in most cases, and the
latter should only be a concern at extreme grazing angles (~1 mrad) which are
not investigated in this work. Thus, for the calculation of specular reflection, all
non-ideal characteristics of a rough interface may be replaced by a graded
interface, and the response may then be calculated by the methods of the
previous chapter (one just divides up the interface into thin layers having
uniform response).

The following discussion has three sections. First there a kinematic
approximation that shows the importance of the transverse scale of the
roughness relative to the Fresnel zone size. Then a distorted wave Born
approximation (DWBA) is introduced to allow for dynamical interactions, with
the details of the calculation presented in appendix C. The DWBA allows
introduction of a fairly simple roughness correction that may be used for

. calculating the specular response of rough multilayers. However, this correction
is only an approximation, and, given that we can reduce a rough interface to a
graded one (for specular scattering) the accuracy of the correction can be
evaluated by dividing up the interface into may small regions of uniform
response and doing the right calculation as outlined in chapter 4. It turns out
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that the roughness correction is actually quite good at describing the response of
electronic materials, but, some care must be taken when the imaginary part of the
index of refraction is large, as can happen in the vicinity of resonant transitions.

Kinematic Scattering

A kinematic approximation relies on the assumptions that the scattering
by the individual constituents of a system is weak and that the total scattered
field should be very small relative to the incident field. Note that both conditions
must be satisfied and are different: while x-ray scattering by atoms or nuclei is
always weak, it is possible to arrange things so that many scatterers will add in
phase (i.e. Bragg reflections from thick crystals or total external reflection) so that
the scattered wave will be large. In particular, for a kinematic approximation,
one assumes that every object in the scattering system sees the same incident
wave, and that wave is exactly the wave that would be present if there were no
scatterers present, i.e. the vacuum wave. This is analogous to the case of the Born

-approximation in quantum mechanics.

The incident wave is taken to have the form’

(5.1)

The (far) field at position x’ with polarization Gf due to a scatterer at position x is

E,(x’ ) = Ei e+iki*x
e+iko[x’-xI

Ix - X’I
e;P(ki  ,iC,  ,O)Gi

where @ is the scattering amplitude of the particle and

k, E lkilti = k,X’-X
I Ix’ -x Ix’ -XI

(5.2)

ko = o/c is the magnitude of the free space wave vector. Integrating this over
some number distribution, N(x), of scatterers, one has

* Throughout this discussion, a temporal response of exp(-iot) is assumed but not explicitly
included.
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EfW = ~;~(ki,~f/~)~i e+ikolx-x’l  e+iki*x

Ei Ix-x’1
N(x) d3x (5.4)

The dimensions of the scatterer are assumed small compared with the distance to
the observation point, and the origin is taken to lie within the scatterer so that
I x I << I x’ I . Defining r = I x’ I expansion to second order gives

(5.5)k,Ix-x’l  = k, r[ ~+!$-~Zf$.~2

= k,r - kpx + kcl2r 1x1’--&
ko

(k ))fox 2 (5.6)

where
-.

k, = k,x = keg
I IX' r (5.7)

Using equation 5.6 in 5.4 and ignoring the small changes in the denominator of
(5.4) one has

E, (x’) e+ikOr
Ei = r

ei(ki-kf)*x e+i(ko/2r)(x2-(kf~x)2/k02)  T;Ttx) d3X (5.8)

The tilde on N indicates the scattering amplitude has been included in the
density:

fi(x) s N (X ) @;@(ki,kf,CO)ei (5.9)

The tilde on kf has been dropped by assuming that the scattering amplitude
varies only slowly with angle.

Specular Scattering in the Kinematic Approximation
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Now we consider the result for specular scattering with the geometry as
shown in Fig. 5.2 .

FIG. 5.2. Geometry for specular scattering. The xz plane is taken to
be the scattering plane.

The wave vectors are

. ki = k~~+k,,ji = -k,Sin8&+k,COS61 (5.10a)

k, = -k,i+k,i = k,sin82+k0cos8f (5.1Ob)

where kp and kll are the components of the wave vectors perpendicular and
parallel to the interface and 8 is the grazing angle of incidence. Evaluating the
exponentials in the integral one has

E, (x’ ) = e+ikOr
Ei r j- dz j-dx j-dy %y,z)

ko 2 . 2
eiz(ki-kf)& e+iz x( sm f3+z2cos2 8+y2+2xzcosC3sinCl 1

(5.12)

--

The dependence of the second exponential on x and y is very slow, so that it
. effectively averages Q over large areas in the x-y plane. Assuming the variation

of R in the xy plane occurs over distances small compared to (r/k&/*,  one may
use the average value to compute the integral instead. One defines
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L,/2 Ly/2

(5.13)

where Lx and L, are both assumed large compared to any characteristic
dimensions of the non-uniformity of the interface (one also needs
Lx < (r/k#*/sinO  and Ly <(r/k&/*).  Assuming the transverse sample size is
also large compared to (r/k&2 the limits on the x and y integrals may be taken
to infinity. Noting ([Gradshteyn and Ryzhik, 1980,2],  3.691.1, p. 395)

lro( e-iax2 =

i )
g 1’2(1-i)

one can then evaluate the x and y integrals to give

-. -2ni
Ik, sin 81

dz e-2ikgzsinf3 G(z)

(5.14)

(5.15)

where R is just the reflectivity of the interface (and the phase factor has been
dropped - the reflectivity is the field ratio extrapolated back to the surface of the
sample). Thus the specular reflectivity is just seen to be proportional to the
Fourier component of average charge distribution normal to the surface. In the
event of more than one type of scatterer, one must, of course, perform a sum over
the types of scatterers, with appropriate weighting for their charge distributions
and scattering amplitudes.

Kinematic Scattering by a Plane of Scatterers

Equation (5.15) has the form of a integral over the thickness , z, of the
sample of the scattering by planes of infinite lateral extent. One identifies the
exponential in (5.15) term as being a phase factor for the scattering of the plane at
z relative to that at z=O The reflectivity of a single plane with a scatterer surface
density of m(z)dz is seen to be (where we have explicitly written out the
scattering amplitude for a single type of scatterer)
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RpladZ) = , k-;Ee, ~;~(ki,kf,w)~i  I dz
0

(5.16)

This is just the usual result used in x-ray scattering ([Compton and Allison, 1935,
31, pp. 369-371) as a starting point for the dynamical Darwin-Prins theory for
symmetric Bragg reflections. It is frequently derived using a Fresnel zone
construction (Names, 1962 (Reprinted 1982), 41, p.35, [Henke, et al., 1992,5]). In
fact this expression may also be used as a starting point for deriving the
dynamical response of materials at grazing incidence[Smirnov, 1977,6].  which,
for the case of isotropic materials, gives the same results as the treatment based
on Maxwell’s equations given in the previous chapter. It is worth noting that the
Fresnel zones in such descriptions are elliptical with major and minor axes (in the
x and y directions, respectively, or parallel and perpendicular to the scattering
plane) given by

an = &G/sine (5.17a)
b, = && (5.17b)

where n is the index on the zone number. The reflectivity from a plane is
proportional to half the area of the first Fresnel zone (nalbl/2)  (proportionality
constant 2/7c) and gives the result (5.16) when appropriate phase factors are
added. The analogy with the averaging over Lx and Ly is clear (e.g. equation
5.14): the average requires that any roughness have length scales less than the
size of the first Fresnel zone. This is quite large (bl = 10 l.un for r =l m, k=lA)
and the transverse scale for roughness is typically small, < 1 pm (see e.g. [Sinha,
et al., 1988,7] [Weber and Lengeler, 1992, S]), so the average performed in (5.14)
is reasonable.

Kinematic Scattering by an Ideal Interface

--

Now we evaluate (5.15) for the case of an ideal flat interface at z=O.
Noting that we are only interested in the scattering due to the presence of the
interface, the form for the scattering amplitude density N is just
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E(z) =
0 z>o
~;~2(ki,kf,o)~i  N2 - e;@l(ki,kf/o)Ei  N1 Z < 0

(5.18)

where N1 and N2 are the scatterer number densities above and below the
interface, respectively. Evaluation of the integral in (5.16) (assuming a small
imaginary component to k, so that the wave will be damped going into the
sample) gives

-XR(e,iii ,iif ) = (~;~2(ki,kf,o~i N2 - G;@l(ki,kf,a)@i  N1)
k2 sin2 8 (5.19)

For electronic scattering one has

(5.20)

Considering scattering of sigma polarized light into sigma polarized light, the
polarization factor becomes unity so the electronic reflectivity becomes

R(e,s$) = k
0
rs?2 e (N2 f2(2%~)-~l wed) (5.21)

We may compare directly with the result from the optical theory (4.42a)  in the
weak scattering limit (8>>8c). Expanding (4.53b)  to lowest order in S/sin*8 gives

Rop,(e,w = 62 -51 ’ re2sh2e = ko2a2e (N, f2(0,@ - N, f&o)) (5.22)

The only difference between the two forms is that the angular dependence of the
scattering amplitude does not appear in the optical theory. This thesis is only
concerned with scattering at small angles, where f(20)-f(O),  so this is not of great
concern here. In general, however, this is a result of the assumption of
homogeneity in the optical theory (see equations (4.14) and (4.15)). This means

. that one must consider the scatterers to be uniformly spread out and hence there
can be no effects due to their internal structure, which is precisely what f(28>0)
describes.
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Kinematic Scattering From a Real (Non-Ideal) Interface

To discuss the scattering from a non-ideal or real interface it is necessary
to specify the form of the roughness or grading of the interface. It is convenient
to do this by introducing a function w, for the normalized derivative of the
densities with position. w is defined by

N,(z) = N, (5.23b)

N2(z) = N, (5.23b)

where N1 is the number density of scatters far above the interface and N2 is that
far below the interface (w is normalized to unity). Inverting these one has

-.
w(z) = &$Nl(z)  = +&N2(z)

. .
(5.24)

The form of R is then taken to be (where, again, we have subtracted off Nl)

r;J(Z) = ~;~2(ki,kf,o)~i  No

+ i;ll(ki,kf,o)~i  (N,(Z)-N,)
(5.25)

Inspection shows that straightforward substitution of this into (5.15) leads to
divergent integrals. The divergent terms will cancel out if appropriate care is
taken. Doing this shows the result to be equivalent to making the following
substitutions, suggested by Fourier analysis:

d2Lz) eiqz dz

eiqz dz +

(5.26a)

(5.26b)

The reflectivity becomes
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R(8,@,,iif)  = k
0
2iL2 e w(2ksin8)

(5.27)
x (N2 G;P2(ki,kf,CO)Ci  -N, C;@~(ki,kf,~)~i}

where w(q) is just the Fourier transform of w, given by

w(q) = (5.28)

Comparing (5.27) with (5.21) the form of the correction for a non-ideal interface is
just seen to be

Rreal(erzi,@f) = Rideal(e,@i,Cf)  w(4) (5.29)

which agrees with the result given by other authors (see, e.g. [Stearns, 1988,9])

. . In particular, it is often assumed that the (average) number densities have
an error function dependence on z. Then w(z) is Gaussian:

w(z) = 1
Al-

e-(z)*/2o*

27c 0
(5.30)

The width of the transition region is just given by CT. The Fourier transform of a
Gaussian is just a Gaussian

So that one has

R real = Rideal  e-2k@2

(5.31)

Error Function
Interface Profile

(5.32)
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Figure (5.2) shows the effect that 5A roughness (i.e. 0=5A) has on the
reflectivity from bulk density iron as a function of angle. One should note that
there are substantial differences at grazing angles above 10 mrad.

. . . . . . ..--- Ideal
- 5A Roughness

0 10 20 30 40
Grazing Angle (mrad)

50

Figure 5.2. Effect of roughness on the reflectivity of bulk density
iron.

Failure of the Kinematic Result at Grazing Incidence.

At small grazing angles of incidence (e-0,) the reflected wave becomes
large and the assumptions that allow a kinematic treatment fail. This is
immediately evident by noting that expressions (5.21) and (5.27) both blow up at
small angles (also see fig. 5.2). However, one notes that if the ideal reflectivity in
(5.29) is just taken to be the reflectivity from the optical theory in the previous
chapter, the expression (5.29) remains well defined at small angles. This is
plotted in Fig. 5.3 and, indeed, the blow up of the pure kinematic response at
small angles is prevented.

--

However, it is not obvious that, in the immediate vicinity of the critical
angle the correction in (5.32) is right. In particular, the perpendicular
components of the wave vectors above and below the interface can be very
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different, due to refraction of the wave, so the dependence of the roughness
correction on only one of these vectors (or the free space vector) is annoying

1

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0

I I I I I

(a) Fresnel
(b) Kinematic
(c) Fresnel w/Rgh.-

I I I I

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Grazing Angle (mrad)

Figure 5.3. Fresnel reflectivity modified for roughness (o=5A).  (a)
shows the ideal Fresnel reflectivity for the interface without
roughness, (b) the kinematic calculation (no roughness) and (c) the
Fresnel reflectivity with the roughness correction of equation (5.32)

1

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0

--------- (a) Fresnel w/Kin.-
- (b) G r a d e d

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Grazing Angle (mrad)
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.

Figure 5.4. (a) Fresnel reflectivity with the kinematic roughness
correction (o=5A)  as compared with (b) the full calculation for a
graded interface.

and probably not correct. An estimate of the validity of this modified version of
(5.32) in this region can be obtained by comparing this calculation to the exact
calculation of a graded interface: based on the discussion above, the correct
treatment of roughness should give identical results to that of a graded interface.

Figure 5.4 shows that the modified Fresnel response is not such a good
approximation to the correct solution (defined as the graded interface
calculation) in the vicinity of the critical angle and it actually gets worse quickly
as the roughness, a, increases. However, near the critical angle, the
perpendicular components of the wave vectors above and below the interface are
very different due to refraction. Thus, for the simple case of isotropic materials
there issome temptation to simply replace one of the wave vectors in (5.32) by

.the interior wave vector . Namely, we try

R NC =RFresnel e
-2kp k’po* (5.33)

where the prime indicates the wave vector below the surface. This turns out to
be a very good approximation, as has been shown in a couple of papers, [Nevot
and Croce, 1980,10, Sinha,  et al., 1988,7]. The subscript NC indicates “Nevot and
Croce”, who first presented this result. If plotted in figure (5.4),  it would lie
exactly on top of the graded interface calculation.

Why Bother With Roughness Corrections?

It is worth a moment to discuss the usefulness of roughness corrections.
. Earlier in the chapter we showed that, for any case we care about, the rough

interface can be reduced to a graded interface which can then be calculated using
the formalism of the previous chapter. On the one hand, however, it is nice to
have an analytic form for how non-ideal interfaces affect the reflectivity. On the
other, it is very convenient calculationally, simply because the number of layers
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required to model a rough interface properly can be quite large and thus a
significant hindrance to calculations. A simple correction is very desirable.

Before investigating (5.33) in more detail, however, it is worth mentioning
that another approach to the problem is to “simply” solve Maxwell’s equations in
a medium with a known (l-dimensional) profile for the index of refraction. For
the simplest case of sigma radiation incident on an isotropic medium (e.g.
electronic scattering), the relevant equation is the scalar wave equation, with a
depth dependent wave vector:

d2ZE(z) + kp2(z)  E(z) = 0

kp2(z) = ko2 (sin2e - 26(z))

(534)

(5.35)

where E is the sigma component of the electric field and 6(z) is the local
decrement of the index of refraction from one. In the case of a linear variation in

‘6(z), the result may be expressed in terms of Airy functions [Smirnov, 1977,6],
but for an error function, or a more general distribution, this author has not been
able to find a convenient solution. In addition, of course, when a more complex
system is investigated (i.e. a non-isotropic nuclear system, the equation becomes
somewhat more complex). Thus we are left with approximation methods, if we
would like an analytic form for a roughness correction.

The Distorted Wave Born Approximation

The result, (5.33), that provides a reasonable roughness correction for
electronic scattering was originally given by Nevot and Croce ([Nevot and Croce,
198O,lO],[Nevot,  et aE., 1988,111)  who found it to be the lowest order correction
from averaging over various rough surface configurations. However, more

. recently, Sinha et al, [Sinha, et al., 1988,7],  have presented a very nice derivation
using a distorted wave Born approximation (DWBA) (see, e.g. [Schiff, 1968,121,
pp. 324-328). In concept, the work of Sinha et al, is actually very similar to the
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distorted wave approximation discussed earlier by Vineyard, [Vineyard, 1982,
131,  though Vineyard did not explicitly consider roughness problems.

Appendix B contains a detailed discussion of the DWBA result and the
generalization to anisotropic media. At the level of the main text here, we only
quote the relevant (often used) result for isotropic (electronic) scattering at
grazing incidence [Nevot and Croce, 1980, lo], [Sinha, et al., 1988,7], [Weber and
Lengeler, 1992,8]

R NC =RFresnel e
-2kp k;o*

TNC = TFresnel  e
+(k,-k,)*  .* /2

The relevant question, of course, is whether or not these may be applied to
nuclear scattering as well. In general they do quite nicely for electronic-.
scattering. Ignoring polarization effects (which are discussed in appendix B) the

.-only pertinent difference between electronic scattering and nuclear scattering is
that for electronic scattering one always has Im{6}<<Re{6},  while for nuclear
scattering one may have Im{6}>-Re{Q. We must examine the validity (5.36) in
the case there is large absorption.

Roughness Correction in a Highly Absorbing Material

We can estimate the effectiveness of the roughness correction for the
nuclear response by just looking at the reflectivity as a function of angle for
unusual values of delta. In particular, figure 4.3, shows a plot of delta near a
nuclear resonance in enriched 57Fe.  In fact, since the result is appropriate for un-
split iron, it turns out to have somewhat larger values of delta than any of the
experimental cases actually described here, and is therefore a good “worse case”

. limit. Taking 6=5x10-%, a worst case on resonance limit, figure 5.5 shows the
effects of the roughness and the error in the Nevot-Croce calculation.
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Figure 5.5.-. Effect of o=lOA roughness on the reflectivity of a
sample in the vicinity of a resonant transition. Calculation for
6=5x10% and (a) an ideal (smooth) interface, (b) a graded interface
(a=lO& and (c using the Nevot-Croce correction for a rough)
interface (o=lOA).

Two things are immediately apparent from figure 5.5. First, unlike normal
electronic materials where the effect of (small amounts of) roughness largely
disappear at grazing angles, the effects of roughness on the reflectivity in the
vicinity of a nuclear transition can be significant. Secondly, in this case, the
Nevot-Croce approximate result for a rough interface is poor, deviating from the
exact result for a graded interface by a large amounts. Numerical investigation
of the effect of roughness and the validity of the Nevot-Croce approximation
suggest that in general, when delta and sigma are large in magnitude, the effect
of roughness, even at grazing incidence, is significant. However, if only the real
part of delta is large, then these effects are well approximated by the Nevot-
Croce approximation. This is evident in figure 5.6, which is the reflectivity
calculated for delta real and large (with the same a=lOA used in fig 5.5): the
Nevot-Croce approximation overlays the calculation for the graded interface
very nicely, with differences of only a few percent.
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Figure 5.6. Effect of o=lOA roughness on the reflectivity of a
sample in the vicinity of a resonant transition. Calculation for
6=5x10-5  + ix10-6 and (a) an ideal (smooth) interface, (b) a graded
interface (o=lOA) and (c) using the Nevot-Croce correction for a
rough interface (o=lOA).

One expects that the reason why the Nevot-Croce form fails for large
imaginary delta is the severity of the absorption. The l/e penetration length
(intensity) for x-rays into a material is just h/4nIm{6},  which gives an absorption
length of 1400 A for Im{S}=5xlO-5  and 14.4 keV radiation (h=0.86&.  Thus,
photons on resonance incident at an angle of 5 mrad, have a l/e attenuation
length of 7A normal to the surface. Thus, considering the derivation in
Appendix C, through the DWBA which is essentially a first order perturbation
calculation, it is not at all surprising that the Nevot-Croce result fails.
Conversely, now, one should probably ask why it succeeds at all when the real
part is so large. However, fortunately, it seems to work nicely. This may be
related to the fact that the imaginary part of delta, the absorption depletes the
beam intensity, independent of the location, while the real part results in a phase

. change and thus the DWBA corrections to the scattering from above the interface
and below the interface may partially cancel.
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Finally, the question is whether or not it is reasonable to use the Nevot-
Croce correction in the analysis of data. The answer really depends on the
sample being considered: on an immediate level, the Nevot-Croce result seems
valid whenever the real part of delta is much larger than the imaginary part and
this will always be the case except in the immediate vicinity of a resonant
transition. The above were basically worst case estimates: one really needs to
evaluate the response for parameters appropriate to the sample being
considered. In particular, the iron layer sample discussed in the next section, the
characteristic roughness was about 4A and the nuclear properties such that the
imaginary part of delta does not exceed about 2x10-5. In this case, though
roughness can change the reflectivity by as much as 30% at angles less than 10
mrad, the Nevot-Croce correction agrees with the graded interface calculation to
1% or better. Thus, while roughness should be included, it will only be included
though the Nevot-Croce correction, or the full DWBA described in appendix B.
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6. The Specular Response of a Thin Layer of 57Fe

Introduction

This chapter contains the analysis of total external reflection
measurements from a thin (24OA) layer of 57Fe  deposited on a glass substrate.
The electronic and nuclear (time domain) reflectivity are discussed in detail. This
work is one of the first attempts to apply synchrotron resonant nuclear scattering
techniques to investigate a sample where the structure was not precisely known.

This work is essentially the time domain analog to experiments that were
carried out in the 60’s by Bernstein and Campbell [Bernstein and Campbell, 1963,
11 using a radioactive Miissbauer source. It is similar (in choice of sample) to
more recent work by the Japanese synchrotron Miissbauer collaboration which

‘-was presented at the 1992 International Conference on Anomalous Scattering’
(ICAS) in Malente, Germany [Kikuta, et al., 1992,2]. Kikuta, et al., measured the
time evolution of the radiation specularly reflected from a “57Fe  mirror” (40%
enrichment). They presented “simulations” of the data based on the theory in
[Hannon,  et al., 1985,3],  which reproduced many of the features of the data.
However, no detailed analysis was presented, or, to this author’s knowledge, has
been presented since.

The thin film sample used in these investigations, is also, perforce, similar
to the thin film samples used in the grazing incidence anti-reflection (GIAR) film
work long pursued by Gerdau’s group in Hamburg, Germany[Grote, et al., 1989,
4, Grote, et al., 1991,5,  Rohlsberger, et al., 1992,6,  Rohlsberger, et al., 1993,7].
However, the emphasis of such work, as discussed in chapter 2, is to provide a
very large nuclear bandwidth (>-1OOIo)  so the time response is very fast and not

. easily measured. Only two time responses from GIAR films have been presented
in the literature[Grote, et al., 1991,5, Alp, et al., 1993,8], and while an effect is
certainly visible, the data is not of sufficient quality for detailed analysis. There

* Initial results from the sample dicussed  here were presented at this conference as well.
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is little practical overlap between the analysis of the data here and the GIAR
work, although, as discussed below, there are certainly some conceptual
similarities.

In the field of synchrotron  radiation based studies of nuclear scattering,
this work is very much unique. Its value, in comparison to other techniques, will
be discussed at the end of the chapter.

Sample Preparation and Characterization

This sample was made by magnetron sputtering at the Applied Physics
Institute in Niznhii Novgorod, Russia by N.N. Salashchenko and S.I. Shinkarev.
The source was a 95% enriched s7Fe target and the sputtering was carried out in
6 mTorr of Ar. The substrate was flat optical glass, 30 mm x 60 mm, with an
expected surface roughness of about 5A.

The sample has been investigated by conversion electron Miissbauer
spectroscopy (CEMS) and Miissbauer total external reflection measurements
[Isaenko, et al., 1994,9] using a radioactive source at the Russian Research Center
“Kurchatov Institute” in Moscow, Russia. At Stanford, the grazing incidence
specular x-ray reflectivity was measured, as well as the sputter Auger profile.
The time dependence of the specular nuclear scattering was measured at the
Cornell High Energy Synchrotron Source (CHESS). The results from each of the
measurements will be discussed below.

Electronic Reflectivity

Figure 6.1 shows the non-resonant reflectivity of the iron layer for 14.4
keV x-rays measured out to 45 mrad. There are 22 small oscillations in a range of

. about 39 mrad, corresponding to an average period of 1.77 mrad. These
oscillations are due to interference of the waves reflected off the front and back
surfaces of the iron layer (the air-iron and iron-glass interfaces, respectively) and
were first observed by Kiessig [Kiessig, 1931, lo]. Their period suggests an
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approximate thickness of the layer of 243 angstroms*, while fitting the response
with a single layer of iron on glass seems to give good alignment of the
interference minima with a thickness of 240A.

10°

lo-*

1o-4

104

iO-8

Grazing Angle (mrad)
Figure 6.1. X-ray reflectivity of the iron layer at 14.4 keV.

However, there is substantial subsidiary structure in the reflectivity curve
that can not be accounted for with a simple two layer (iron on glass) model. In
particular, one notes modulation of the maxima and modulation of the minima at
different frequencies. This suggests a more complex structure. Computer
modeling shows that this type of modulation is consistent with a density profile
in which the iron is divided into three layers(two layers can not produce
modulation of the maxima and minima with deferent  periods). Fitting a 3 layer
profile to the data then gives the result shown in figure 6.2. Figure 6.2a  shows
the measured and calculated reflectivity for the index of refraction profile shown
in figure 6.2b. The fit reproduces the overall structure of the measured curve

. quite well. Note that the smoothness of interface structure shown in 6.2b is from

* The interference condition, or Braggs law, for this case is just h=2d+, where ~=0.860 A, the
wavelength of light, d is the thickness of the layer and is BP= 1.77 mrad is the period of the
oscillation. Index of refraction effects are ignored.
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Figure 6.2. Three layer model of the iron layer. (a) Shows the
calculated reflectivity (solid line) and the measurement (points)
while (b) the index of refraction (real part = solid line, imaginary
part = dashed line) used in the calculation.
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Figure 6.3. Many layer models of the iron layer. (a) Measured and
calculated reflectivity profiles. (b) Real part of the index of
refraction (&l-n) model used to generate the fit in (a). The dashed
line in (b) shows the model actually used in (a) while the solid line
shows an alternative model generating an essentially
indistinguishable fit.
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assuming rough interfaces (0=3.7 A) and that while the response at small angles
is not sensitive to the roughness, the response at large angles is very sensitive to
it.

In principle, it does not seem unreasonable to fit the reflectivity by
allowing the density to vary almost continuously as a function of depth. With
information out to 8-=45 mrad, one would expect resolution to about 10 8, =
wemax. Dividing up the layer into 5A pieces, a very pretty fit was obtained, as
is shown in figure 6.3a.  The index of refraction for this model is shown in figure
6.3b and is in reasonable agreement with that of the three layer model.

Finally, what is truly important is how well these models describe the
actual structure of the layer. One must immediately address questions of the
uniqueness: that a fitting program (with substantial human help) came up with
one minimum, does not, in this very complicated parameter space guarantee that
there are not other, possibly better, minima corresponding to other models of the
structure. In fact, figure 6.3b shows two models that generate fits to the data that

‘are essentially equivalent. Thus, a unique determination of the electron density
profile of the sample is not possible based on the x-ray diffraction data*.

However, one can make some general comments about the structure of the
layer. All fits are consistent with what is essentially a three layer model: there is
an interface region (about 40 A) of reduced electron density at the surface, a
region (about 16OA) of approximately constant density material and finally a
region of slightly elevated average density (about 408L) immediately on top of the
glass. Thus, for the purposes of modeling the nuclear response of the sample the
electron density of the three layer model (figure 6.2) was used. The parameters
used were: top layer 24.7 A, 51% bulk density; central portion 174.0 A, 86% bulk
density; rear section 36.681,88%  bulk density; substrate index*

. * In fact, the angular zero for the data was not well determined (uncertaintly abour 0.2 mrad). If
so, one might have been able to select one of the two fits in figure 6.3. However, based on how
sensitive the fitting code was to initial conditions, one would still not trust the manylayer fit
result to be an accurate reflection of realit.
* The information available about the substrate, from Niznhii Novgorod, was that it was “smooth
glass”. Measuring the density showed it to be 2.33k.10 g/cc and assuming the structure is pure
Si02 one obtains this value.
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6=2.39x10-6  + i 1.0x10-8. The roughness at each interface was assumed to be
Gaussian having width 0=3.7A (in fact, the fitting routine was allowed to vary
the roughness at each interface independently, but the values found for each
interface were nearly identical and thus set equal). The conversion from the
index of refraction to density was done assuming the index of refraction of bulk
density (7.86 g/cc) iron at 14.4 keV is 6=7.35x10-6  + i 3.35x10-7. In practice, it was
found that tradeoffs in the thickness and density values for the different layers
were possible at the level of about f3%. Looking at the results in figure 6.3, it is
clear that the structure of the interface regions at the top and back of the layer can
only be taken as approximate. The safe conclusions fitting the electronic
response are that the density of the layer is reduced by about 14% from the bulk
value, that there is an interfacial region of low density at the surface and a region
of very slightly higher density at the rear of the layer.

Other parameters that should be considered with respect to a diffraction
from a thin layer are the uniformity of the layer in the plane of the surface and
the curvature of the substrate. However, in practice both of these parameters

‘-were neglected. The above measurement of the reflectivity (figure 6.1) was done
with a 25 p x 1 cm slit (vertical by horizontal, vertical scattering plane) defining
the incident beam. During the measurement of the nuclear response, a larger
vertical slit (about 0.5 mm) was used. Figure 6.4 shows the electronic reflectivity
measured with the large and small slits in the immediate vicinity of the first two
interference minima, where the nuclear response was measured. The good
agreement of the two measurements suggests that curvature and variations of
the sample in the plane of the interface may be neglected. In addition, at various
points in the fitting of the time response, described below, an angular integration
range was included, but did not significantly improve the fits, and hence was
finally dropped.
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Eigure 6.4. Comparison of the measured reflectivity profile with a
small slit (as used in Fig. 6.1) and a large slit (as used at the time of
the measurement of the nuclear response).

Auger Analysis

The models above used to calculate the x-ray reflectivity of the sample all
assumed that the material was simply iron on glass, without any contamination
of the iron by other elements. One might expect there to be at least some
contamination of the surface with oxygen, an oxide layer. At the level of an x-ray
reflectivity measurement, which essentially measures the electron density, an
oxide layer is not readily distinguishable from reduced density iron. However,
the nuclear response of an oxide, discussed below, is very different than that of
pure iron.

Auger electron analysis was performed on a small piece of the iron layer
to investigate its chemical composition. The peak-to-peak signals from the
oxygen line at 503 eV and the iron line at 703 eV were measured as the surface of
the sample was removed by sputtering with Xenon, providing the depth profile
of the composition shown in figure 6.5. Unfortunately, the bombardment of the
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sample by the sputtering atoms tends to push atoms on the surface of the sample
into the interior, thus limiting the resolution of this technique to >- 20 A.

II .*�. .
l .-mm __.-.  l..-----ll-... -ll.......B.  -I 1 .1 . ----.AI- II II 1

00 4040 8080 120120
Sputtering Time (minutes)Sputtering Time (minutes)

Figure 6.5. Sputter Auger-electron analysis of the iron layer.
Assuming a constant sputtering rate gives a calibration of about 2.4
A/minute from the 24OA thickness of the layer.

The sputter profile suggests that there is some oxygen contamination of
the surface, but, practically it is very difficult to determine its depth. The oxygen
signal reaches a minimum after about 20 minutes which corresponds to having
removed about 50 8, of material (where the sputtering rate, 2.4 A/minute, has
been estimated by assuming a constant rate and using the known thickness of
the layer). However, with the poor resolution, this is really a high upper bound
for the oxygen contamination. One notes, for example, that the surface interface
region is of comparable duration to the iron-glass interface at the back of the

. sample. Taking this as being about 8 A (=2.35 x the rms. roughness from the
electronic reflectivity fit) suggests that a guess of about 108,  for the surface oxide
layer would not be unreasonable. However, the glass is an insulator, and thus
the Auger profile, which relies on a conducting material, may be disturbed in its
vicinity, so the reliability of this conclusion is not clear.
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Conversion Electron MSssbauer Spectrum

In principle, the nuclear response of the layer has more degrees of
freedom than the electronic response, thus making the determination of the
nuclear response solely from reflectivity measurements truly a difficult problem.
However, significant help may be obtained by measuring the conversion electron
Miissbauer spectrum (CEMS) of the sample. In this technique one measures the
absorption based upon the number of internal conversion electrons that are
produced. This allows absorption spectroscopy to be done on thin layers which
would not sufficiently attenuate a transmitted beam or on samples that have
thick backings. In general, CEMS is only sensitive to the surface of a sample (the
electron escape depth is of order 0.25 urn) but, for the 24OA sample used here,
this does not matter. The thinness of the sample means that one may also safely
neglect saturation effects that can lead to non-Lorentzian line shapes with thicker
samples.

The conversion electron Miissbauer spectrum of the thin layer was
.-measured at the Kurchatov Institute in Russia and the data made available to this

author by A. I. Chumakov. The sample was placed in an electron detector (a gas
filled proportional counter) and the number of conversion electrons measured as
a function of the velocity of a radioactive source. Figure 6.6 shows both the
spectrum measured from an iron foil and that measured from the iron layer. The
response of the iron foil is very well fit* by a simple sextet of Lorentzian lines of
width 2.7 ro , which includes the source width of 1.7 IO, thus establishing a good
control. The response of the iron layer shows somewhat broader lines and traces
of another component that raises the background between the peaks.

--

* The fit was preformed by A.I. Chumakov. It includes the effects of saturation.
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Figure 6.6 Conversion electron Mijssbauer  spectra from a 95%
enriched 57Fe  foil (a) and the thin iron layer (b). The solid line in (a)
is a fit assuming a simple six line response from the iron foil.
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Figure 6.7. Fits to the iron layer conversion electron spectrum. The
fit shown in (a) uses a single sextet of lines, width 2.6 ro, and has
&i-squared/point = 4.8 while that in (b) uses two sextets having
widths 2.0 and 14.2 ro, improving the &i-squared/point to 2.5.

Figure 6.7 shows two fits to the CEMS of the iron layer*. The first uses a
single sextet of Lorentzian lines determined to have width 2.6 lYo (where the

* An astute reader may note that the vertical scales in figure 6.6b and figure 6.7 are not the same.
The conversion electron spectrum of the thin layer was measured twice, with about 6 months
intervening. The second measurment showed essentially the identical response to the first, but
was done to larger velocities (f150 ro) and thus better for fitting the baseline (though the
additional velocity range is not shown).
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source width has been removed) and positions identical to that of the iron lines.
The second fit (b) included an additional sextet that was broadened. In this case,
the width of the narrow component was determined to be 2.0 IO and the width of
the broader component 14.2 IO. The locations of both sets of lines was that of the
lines from the iron foil. The &i-squared  / point for the fit with a single sextet
was 4.8 while that for the double sextet 2.5, so we find it necessary to fit the
conversion electron data with two sextets, as did Isaenko et aZ,[Isaenko, et al.,
1994,9] in their work with this sample.

The results of the fit here differ in one significant way from the work by
Isaenko, et al .: here we find that the broad component comprises 34f8% of the
total number of resonant nuclei, while Isaenko, et al, find it is only 17B%. No
reason for this discrepancy has been discovered. However, since the fits to the
time response seem to be better with the higher fraction, and since this author
has checked the fits presented here most carefully, the higher percentage of
broadened -component is retained below.

Oxide Layers and the CEMS Data

At the level of this CEMS data, there is no hint of any oxide contamination
of the iron layer, despite the results from the Auger analysis, and despite what
“common sense” might say about a sample left in room air for months at a time.
However, at the level of the CEMS data, this is quite unambiguous. Iron oxides,
in general, will have a different hyperfine splitting than iron, with the nuclear
magnetic field increased by a factor of about 1.3 to 1.6, depending on the oxide
(see table 10.1 of [Greenwood and Gibb, 1971,111, ~241). Thus, an oxide layer
should appear as additional lines at larger velocities in the conversion electron
spectrum. However, allowing the fit to include lines where the oxide might
appear gave negligible improvement in the &i-squared, and amplitudes of the
lines consistent with zero. Thus, there is no evidence in the conversion electron

. spectrum for an oxide layer. Any oxide layer must be either very small, or have a
low resonant fraction, or perhaps have an extremely broad line width.
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One might also wonder about the possibility of the sample changing with
time. However, the CEMS measurement was repeated after the Auger
measurement above, with the identical result.

The simplest conclusion is that only a small portion of the iron in the
layer is in oxide form, too small to be detected above background in the CEMS.
The total external reflection measurement of Isaenko et al [Isaenko, et al., 1994,9]
on this sample seems to support this conclusion. This study, done with a
radioactive Mossbauer source, clearly showed the presence of an additional line
at about 77 IO when the angle of incidence was reduced to 3.2 mrad (it did not
appear at higher angles). They interpreted this as belonging to a small amount
(1% of the total iron content of the sample) of hematite (a-Fe203)+  .

Another possible explanation for these results is that the resonant fraction
of the oxide might be reduced, or (nearly equivalently) the width of the lines may
be so broad as to not appear in the CEMS. In fact this suggestion was once made
based on the investigation of an iron sample [Belozerskii, et al., 1982,171 . The

-conversion electrons from the sample were energy analyzed, in order to give
information about the depth at which they had been emitted. The conclusion
that there was a layer of low resonant fraction at the surface relied on
distinguishing the energy differences between electrons from the surface and
from 25 A below the surface. In addition, none of the Mossbauer  spectra used to
draw these conclusions are presented. Thus it is a little difficult to asses the
certainty of the conclusion. There is also extensive work with monolayer s7Fe
probes used with 56Fe surfaces or multilayers, [Droste, et al., 1986,18,  Korecki
and Gradmann, 1986,19, Liu and Gradmann, 1993,201 and, although the
conditions are typically somewhat better (i.e. the samples are kept in UI-IV or
covered with cap layers) there is no suggestion of any reduction in the resonant
fraction near a surface.

--

+ In fact, the field strength was reduced from that of hematite, making it more consistent with
magnetite, Fe304 [Daniels and Rosencwaig, 1969,121 .which has been suggested by some authors
as being the oxide most typically found on iron surfaces[Stockbridge, et al., 1961,131 , [Lange11
and Somorjai, 1982,141 [Stadnik, et al., 1989,15,  Kim and Olivieria, 1993,161
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Time Response Measurements

The time evolution of the specularly reflected beam from the thin iron
layer was measured at the Cornell High Energy Synchrotron Source (CHESS).
The experimental setup was as described in chapter 2, with a nested asymmetric
(4 2 2) / symmetric (10 6 4) monochromator [Toellner, et al., 1992,211 providing a
x-ray beam of bandwidth about 10 meV at the 14.4 keV s7Fe nuclear resonance
energy. The iron layer was mounted on the sample stage of a Huber 4-circle
diffractometer and an avalanche diode from Advanced Photonix  Inc. (API) was
used as a detector on the 29 arm.

I I I I I

3 3.5 4 4.5 5 5.5 6
Grazing Angle (mrad)

Figure 6.8 Angular locations for measurement of the time response
of the thin iron layer relative to the electronic rocking curve.

The time response was measured for several angles of incidence and with
two orientations of an external magnetic field (about 300 oersted). This field was
either parallel or perpendicular to the scattering plane, and was always in the
plane of the sample. Various parameters for each measurement are listed in table
6.1, while figure 6.8 shows the approximate locations of the measurement points
relative to the electronic (prompt) reflectivity curve. Figures 6.9 and 6.10 show
the time responses measured in each field configuration.
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Notation

110
ill
112
113

PP1
PP2
PP3

Alignment
Field

Approx.
Angle
(mrad)

Prompt
Rate

(kcts/sec)

Delayed
Rate

(cts/sec)

Parallel 3.8 1200 30
Parallel 4.05 200 25
Parallel 4.35 430 20
Parallel 5.15 8 10

Perp. 4.05 230 25
Perp. 4.35 340 10
Perp. 5.15 13 15

Table 6.1. Various parameters during the measurements of the time
response of the thin iron layer. The direction of the alignment field
(and hence the magnetic axis) is relative to the scattering plane.

-.

Kinematic vs. Dynamical Characteristics of the Time Response

The measured time response can be thought of as resulting from both
kinematic and dynamical scattering, and it is convenient to discuss these aspects
independently. Some of the distinctions between kinematic and dynamical
scattering were discussed in chapter 5, however, it is useful to re-consider these
two types of scattering with the time response in mind.

The key point in this context is that kinematic scattering is linear in the
scattering amplitude. Returning to equation (5.2) one notes that it breaks up into
the product of a geometric term and the scattering amplitude, with all the
frequency dependence appearing in the scattering amplitude+. If the frequency
dependence of the scattering amplitude does not change with location in the
sample, integration of (5.2) over the sample volume will aZzuuys  yield the same
frequency response, up to a geometric scale factor. Thus, although the amount of
scattered radiation may depend on the geometry, the shape of the frequency

+ Stricly speaking, the magnitude of the wave vector depends upon the frequency as well, but this
dependence is negligible for the cases considered here.
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response and that of the time response will not change, in a kinematic scattering
limit with a uniform sample. Furthermore, the frequency/time response in this
limit directly reflects the microscopic properties of the scattering amplitude.
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Figure 6.9 Time evolution of the specularly scattered radiation after
excitation by the synchrotron  pulse at t=O. The external alignment
field was in the scattering plane (parallel to the photon propagation
direction). Each trace corresponds to a different angle of incidence,
and from top to bottom these are llO,lll,ll2  and 113 (see table 6.1).
The vertical scale for each (after the first) has been reduced by two
orders of magnitude.

Inspection of figures 6.9 and 6.10 show that there are changes in the time
response of the layer at different angles. This indicates that dynamical effects are
important and/or the frequency dependence of the scattering amplitude of the
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iron is not homogeneous. In fact, total external reflection is a dynamical
scattering phenomenon and so for the small grazing angles used here, the
appearance of dynamical effects is not surprising. However, some of the
essential characteristics of the time response may be explained from a kinematic
standpoint.
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Figure 6.10 Time evolution of the specularly scattered radiation
after excitation by the synchrotron pulse at t=O. The external
alignment field was perpendicular to the scattering plane. Traces
corresponds to a different angles of incidence, and from top to
bottom these are ppl, pp2 and pp3 (see table 6.1). The vertical scale
for each (after the first) has been reduced by two orders of
magnitude.

Kinematic Time Response: Quantum Beats

In a kinematic limit, the phase and amplitude of the scattered wave
directly reflect that of the microscopic scattering amplitude. This is sufficient to
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explain some of the differences between the time responses observed in figure 6.9
and those in 6.10. Instead of discussing the scattering amplitude directly, it is
convenient to discuss the index of refraction of the sample, as this is the
parameter most easily related to grazing incidence measurements with thin
films*. 6=1-n is just linearly related to the scattering amplitude through the
Lorentz relation. This is discussed in chapter 4, and the relevant relationship is
reproduced here for convenience:

6 = -$‘JF = -$N (f,F, - qf,) (6.1)

The various quantities in (6.1) are the wave vector k=2n/h, the number density of
atoms, N, and the scattering amplitude F. F has both nuclear and electronic
components: Fn is the nuclear component discussed in appendix A while -refe is
the electronic component (fe is in units of electrons and re is the classical radius of
the electron). The parameter fr is the resonant fraction of nuclei (the fraction of-.
nuclei showing the Mossbauer  effect), sometimes called the Lamb-Mossbauer

. factor (or, incorrectly, the Debye-Waller  factor) and for polycrystalline iron at
room temperature this is approximately 0.77 [Bergmann, et al., 1994,221. Of
course, if more than one type of scatterer is present in the sample, a sum should
be carried out over the appropriate number densities and scattering amplitudes.
In the event of complicated polarization dependence, (6.1) is taken to hold only
for the eigenpolarizations.

The essential change in the beat patterns between figures 6.9 and 6.10 may
be traced directly to the kinematic interaction of the linearly polarized
synchrotron radiation with the nuclear spins aligned in the magnetic field. In
iron metal, the field at the nucleus is known to be antiparallel to the domain
magnetization [Hanna,  et al., 1960,231, and in thin films, the magnetization is
primarily within the plane of the film (see, e.g. [Prutton, 1964,241). Thus, since
the scattering angles are always small for this work (28~10  mrad), one can

. determine the basic beat patterns by considering the polarization selection rules
for forward scattering with the nuclear magnetic field parallel to the x-ray

* The term “index of refraction” is used here interchangably  with the decrement of the index of
refraction from 1, &l-n, as they contain the same information. This will frequently be the case,
though plots will always be of 6, since this is the small quantity that varies.
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propagation direction or parallel to the x-ray polarization (electric field) direction
(these are the 11 and pp cases, respectively). The fact that the field is antiparallel
(instead of parallel) to the external field is of no concern in this work, though for
finite scattering angles, the (signed) direction of the field may be important and
can lead to interesting effects [Brown, et al., 1992,251

Figure 6.11 shows the indices for the eigenpolarizations in the 11 case. The
eigenpolarizations are left and right hand circularly polarized light, which are
scattered by the Am=fl  transitions. The Am=0 transitions are not excited. The
index shown in 6.10 is appropriate for iron of 0.86 bulk density and with
resonant fraction, frEO.75. In accordance with the results from CEMS discussed
above, 34% of the iron atoms were assumed to have a line width of 14.2 ro and
66% to have a width of 2.0 To. One notes that the nuclear contribution actually
pushes Re(6) less than zero, which is not typically the case for electronic
scattering at any energy (though see [Smith and Barykoumb, 1990,261 for
possible exceptions in Si near the L-edges).
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Figure 6.11. Index of refraction for the eigenpolarizations in iron
with an alignment field parallel to the x-ray propagation direction.

Figure 6.12 shows the magnitude squared of the Fourier transform of the
index of refraction for a sample with the magnetic axis parallel to the photon
propagation direction. The temporal intensity distribution is independent of the
photon polarization so both eigenpolarizations give the same time response. The
dots in the figure are just a reproduction of the measured response, 113, shown in
figure 6.9 The period of the beats in the calculation matches that of the data, but
the details of the time response are somewhat different. Most notably, the decay

. rates are not the same, and, interestingly enough, the modulation of the data is
greater than that of the calculation, exactly the opposite of what one would
expect given concerns of detector resolution. Both of these differences are due to
dynamical scattering effects and will be discussed below. It is easy to see from
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figure 6.9 that the other responses measured at smaller grazing angles will
deviate more from the kinematic response in figure 6.12. This is because
dynamical effects become more pronounced at smaller grazing angles.
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Figure 6.12 Square of the Fourier transform of the index of
refraction shown in figure 6.11 (parallel field direction). The
temporal intensity distribution is independent of the polarization of
the x-ray. The points are the time response of the layer measured in
the second interference minimum, 113.

Figures 6.13 and 6.14 are completely analogous to 6.11 and 6.12, but for the
case with magnetic field perpendicular to the direction of propagation of the x-
rays. Here the eigenpolarizations are linear: one polarization (electric field vector
parallel to the quantization axis) will excite the Am=*1  transition while the other
(electric field perpendicular to the quantization axis direction) will excite only the
Am=0 transitions. Figure 6.14 shows the time response for only the first case, as
this is appropriate to the experimental setup used (vertical scattering plane,
horizontal incident polarization and horizontal alignment field). Again, the time
response at the larger angle (pp3),  resembles the Fourier transform of the
scattering amplitude in its gross features, but differs in the details.
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Figure 6.13. Index of refraction for the eigenpolarizations in iron
with an alignment field perpendicular to the x-ray propagation
direction.
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Figure 6.14 Square of the Fourier transform of the index or
. refraction shown in figure 6.13 (perpendicular field direction).

Only one eigenpolarization is shown. The points are the time
response of the layer measured in the second interference
minimum, pp3.

Dynamical Effects

Dynamical effects in nuclear scattering have been discussed by many
authors ([Trammell, 1961,27],[Kagan,  et al., 1968,28],[Hannon  and Trammell,
1969,29],[Kagan, et al., 1979,30, van Biirck,  et al., 1980,31]),  largely in the context
of diffraction from perfect crystals, though forward scattering [Kagan, et al., 1979,
301 and scattering from thin films [Harmon, et al., 1985,321 have been discussed
as well. The relevant effects in this case can be divided into 3 categories:
coherent enhancement or speedup of the scattering at grazing incidence, effects

. due to the thin layer nature of the sample, and, modification of the quantum beat
structure due to dynamical effects. Each of these will be discussed in turn.

Coherent enhancement in resonant scattering has been discussed in
chapter 2 in some generality. Here we investigate it in the context of grazing
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incidence near the electronic critical angle of a semi-infinite sample: the effects of
the thin layer nature of the sample will be discussed separately. Also, for the
moment, we neglect polarization effects and assume an unsplit line. This
investigation is computational, since this author was not able to derive an
analytic expression for the time response in this case, though other authors have
done so when the electronic scattering into the reflected beam may be neglected
([Kagan, et al., 1979,301 [Harmon, et al., 1985,321) Electronic scattering must be
included here.

The reflected amplitude for x-rays incident on a planar vacuum-material
interface can be described by the Fresnel reflection coefficient discussed in the
chapter 4:

1-PR&I)= -
l+P

-.

p = [ l-26(o)/eq1’2

(6.2)

The decrement of the index of refraction from unity is just the sum of nuclear and
electronic parts and has the form

6(co) = 6,(o) + 6,

6n0
= 2A(co-o,)/T  +  i + 6,

Where ttw, is the resonance energy and r is the resonance line width.
Combining equations (6.1) and (A.17) gives for an unsplit resonance

6n0 =
n: N 2L+Wf

k3 2j,+l r r (6.6)

. N is the number density of resonant nuclei, k is the wave vector, je and j, are the
excited and ground state nuclear spins and rr is the radiative line width of the
transition.
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Figure 6.16 shows the reflectivity of a sample, calculated from (6.2), as a
function of angle near the electronic critical angle. The index of refraction for this
case is shown in figure 6.15 and corresponds to a transition of width r=2ro and
amplitude, &,0=2.5  x 10-5, comparable with one of the stronger lines for the iron
sample (see figures 6.11 and 6.13). The non-resonant contribution to the index is
just that appropriate for iron of density 6.76 g/cc (86% of bulk density) at 14.4
keV: 6e = 6.32x10-6 + i 2.88x10-7 The electronic critical angle in this case is 3.55
mrad.
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50

Figure 6.15. Index of refraction used for single line calculations.
Note that here, as throughout this thesis, the magnitude of the
imaginary part is plotted. Strictly speaking, to agree with the plane
wave definition used in chapter 4, the imaginary part is negative.
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Figure 6.16. Grazing incidence reflectivity as a function of energy
for a material with a single resonant transition (index of refraction
shown in figure 6.15).

The basic features of the reflectivity curve were discussed by Bernstein
and Campbell in 1963[Bernstein  and Campbell, 1963,1].  At frequencies below
the nuclear resonance frequency the phase shift (Re{&}) from the nuclear
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resonance cancels that from electronic scattering and there is decreased
reflectivity, while at frequencies just above the transition, the two components
(nuclear and electronic) add and the reflectivity is enhanced. The appearance of
either a peak or a trough is then governed by the background electronic
scattering.

The time evolution of the specularly reflected wave after pulse excitation
is just the Fourier transform the frequency response:

G,(t) = (2x)-* R,(o)eiOfdo
lr (6.7)

In addition, we note that

-. Go(t > 0) = (27~)~~ w3)

.-where RE =-R,  (o + -) is just the reflectivity in the absence on nuclei. Thus for
the purposes of estimating the time response after the pulse excitation, it is more
convenient to plot the square of the difference 1 R(m) - RE i2. This is shown in
figure 6.17 and can be regarded as the frequency spectrum of the delayed
response. Evidently the frequency response broadens as the critical angle is
approached from either larger or smaller angles. This is somewhat related to the
tendency of the frequency response to broaden as the exact Bragg position is
approached for a finite order pure nuclear Bragg reflection [van Biirck, et al.,
1980,311 (specular reflection is sometimes referred to as the zeroth order Bragg
peak). However, there are also some subtle differences, as will be discussed
later.
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Figure 6.17. Frequency spectrum of the delayed response. See text
for details. The response of the critical angle has been reproduced
in both plots for comparison.

Also noticeable from figure 6.17 is that there is a shift in the centroid of the
frequency response at different angles. This is plotted in figure 6.18. At large
angles the frequency of the delayed radiation (t>O) tends to shift above the
resonance energy of an isolated nucleus, while at low angles, the shift is toward
lower energies.
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Figure 6.18. Centroid of the delayed frequency spectrum as a
function of angle. The two lines are for two different values of &-J,
as given. Note also that the line width of the resonance used is 2Io.-.

. Figure 6.19 shows the time response to an impulse excitation for each of
the angles used in figure 6.16 and 6.17. Far from the critical angle, the scattering
is essentially kinematic and the time response is just exponential decay with the
lifetime A / I’= fi / 2~a = r. / 2. In the neighborhood of the critical angle, the time
response deviates from exponential decay in two ways: there is a general speed
up of the response at early times and some slow modulation or beats appear,
which then are no longer evident at exactly the critical angle. These effects have
been described before ([Kagan, et al., 1979,301 and [Hannon, et al., 1985,321). The
general speed up of the response is a dynamical effect from the collective
excitation of many nuclei and is just analogous to the frequency broadening
observed in figure 6.17. The modulation can either be thought of as the effects of
deviation of the frequency response from a simple Lorentzian, or as the beating
between the collective excited state and the response of a single nucleus, which
oscillate at slightly different frequencies (see [Harmon, et al., 1985,321 and the
discussion below on GIAR films).
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Figure 6.19. Time response at several angles in the neighborhood of
the critical angle. The top plot shows angles above the critical angle
while the lower plot shows angles below the critical angle. The
response at 10 mrad in the top figure shows the lifetime of free
nucleus (recall the assumption of a broadened line, I’=2To,  so this is
70 ns).

Slow Beats From the Thin Film Geometry

The fact that the sample is a thin film results in Kiessig interference fringes
in the electronic reflectivity curve (see fig. 6.1). In fact, there are also interference

. fringes in the frequency response. Consider the electronic reflectivity profile
from a thin layer of fixed thickness (24OA) but whose index of refraction is
allowed to vary (see figure 6.20). Unsurprisingly, as Re(6) becomes larger, the
critical angle becomes larger and the interference fringes move out to larger
angles. Now consider observing the effect of the index of refraction change at
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one angle, for example the 5 mrad position shown by the vertical line in the
figure. As the index increases from Re{6} = 4 x 10-6 to Re{6} = 6 x 10-6 there will
be a drop in the reflected intensity. Then it will go up again as Re(6) approaches
8 x 10-b and then down again. Finally it will go up and saturate when the region
of total external reflection extends out to 5 mrad.

10°

10-l

10-*

10"

- - - - - Re(6) = 8.0
- - - Re(6) = 10.0

2

I I I I

3 4 5 6 7
Grazing Angle (mrad)

Figure 6.20. Variation in the electronic reflectivity profiles for
different values of the index of refraction. (Im(6) = 0.05 Re(6) for
each)

This is analogous to varying the incident frequency in the presence of
nuclear scattering, and thus one expects peaks (and troughs) in the frequency
response due to interference between the waves reflected from the front and back
surfaces. Figure 6.20 shows the reflectivity at 5 mrad (the same material as used
for figure 6.15) in the case when there is an infinitely thick sample and for 24OA
of the sample deposited on glass. The extra peak is the result of just this
interference effect. The additional beating in the time response is also clear.
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Figure 6.21. Comparison of the time and frequency responses of a
thick (infinite) sample and a thin layer on glass. Index of refraction
profile as given in figure 6.15

It is worth emphasizing that while Kiessig beats in electronic reflectivity
profiles are essentially a kinematic effect of the geometry, this interference effect

. is essentially a dynamical one. It is analogous to the shif in the Kiessig pattern at
different values of the index, which results from the refraction of the wave inside
the material.
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Dynamical Effects on the Quantum Beat Frequency

In addition to creating slow beats in the time response, dynamical
scattering can also influence the faster (kinematically based) quantum beats in
two different ways. On the one hand, there is the dynamical shift that occurs for
a single line discussed above (e.g. fig 6.18). If two lines of &Brent strengths are
excited by the same incident wave (and the same polarization component of that
wave) then the stronger line will be shifted more than the weaker one and there
will be a change in the frequency difference between them.

Another effect is that, when two (or more) resonances are excited by the
same incident polarization, the tails of one resonance can modify the “location” of
another resonance. Thus, for example, the response in the 11 cases is primarily a
two line response (for each eigenpolarization) where the amplitude of one line is
three times- that of the other in a kinematic limit (see figure 6.11). However, at
grazing incidence, the response is no longer linear in the scattering amplitude so

. that a small addition to the amplitude can have a large effect (e.g. a shift) on the
resonance. Thus the small line will be shifted by the presence of the large line,
and vice-versa, though not as much.

The effect of these shifts is illustrated in figure 6.22 for a two line case
similar to the 11 scattering geometry used above: two lines separated by about
63Io with relative strengths 1:3. In the kinematic limit, these lines are at the
locations ti1.5 IO. However, at 5 mrad grazing incidence, the locations are
approximately (-30.1 ro, 32.1 IO) for the pair (large, small) and (-31.0 IO, 33.0 IO)
for the other pair. The dynamical shift for single lines tends to move all of the
lines to higher energies (though large lines more than small lines) while the
effects of the tails of one line shifts one set further apart than the other. The net
effect is a shift of about 2 To, or 3%, in the relative splittings in the two cases. The
beat periods in the time response should also be shifted.
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Figure 6.22. Effect of dynamical scattering on the line separations.
Note the vertical scale is an amplitude.
-.
The time response at several angles is shown in figure 6.23. The shift in

. beat periods for the two different cases is evident. For the 5 mrad case roughly
13 periods are necessary to shift out of phase by 180 degrees, in reasonable
agreement with the approximately 3% shift in period expected from figure 6.22.
The effect becomes more pronounced at smaller angles, though the full line
shape also has some influence. For the largest angle shown, 20 mrad, the
response is essentially kinematic, and the beat pattern is independent of the
order of the lines.
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Figure 6.23. Effect of dynamical shifts on the time response. See
text for details.

Dynamical Modification of the Contrast

In comparing the kinematic time response with the high angle (113)
response (see figure 6.12) it was noted that the contrast of the data was larger

. than that of the kinematic calculation. The same effect is apparent in figure 6.21,
where the response at small angles shows better contrast than the large angle (20
mrad) response. This results from the non-linear dependence of the reflected
amplitude on the scattering amplitude or 6. The strong lines tend to saturate
more quickly than the weak ones (as the critical angle is approached) so that the
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saturation tends to equalize the strength of the lines, which improves the contrast
of the beats. This is evident in figure 6.22, where the kinematic amplitude ratio
of the two lines used in the calculation is 3:1, while that in the (dynamically)
reflected beam is closer to 2:l. However, one notes that this improved contrast is
partially canceled out in the 11 case by the beat period shift noted immediately
above which tends to blur the minima somewhat. In the perpendicular case, the
addition of more lines, and the fact that they are weaker, reduces the visibility of
this effect.

Comparison with GIAR films

We take a moment here to compare simple specular reflection to reflection
from GIAR films. With some small changes, many of the same effects are
present, and the GIAR case has been studied in some detail by Hannon  et al.
[Hannon,  et al., 1985,3, Hannon,  et al., 1985,321. In particular, there is an analytic
form for the time response for an impedance matched quarter wave GIAR film.

. In this structure, a thin layer of (non-resonant) material has been deposited on
top of a substrate with a resonant transition so that the electronic reflectivity (i.e.
far from resonance) is small. Of course, this is only true at one angle for any
given sample.

The equations of chapter 4 may be used to construct the reflectivity of a
simple two layer system (isotropic layers assumed). One has

RGL4R =
R, +e”R,
1+ e@R,R, (6.9)

where R1 and R2 are the Fresnel reflectivity of the top and lower interface,
respectively, and cp is a phase factor from passing through the top layer.
Assuming the bottom layer material has a resonant transition, one writes the
reflectivity as

R, = w32 = l- PIA?
1+P2 l+P,P,

(6.10)
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Figure 6.24. Frequency response for a material with a single line
transition in the GIAR approximation (solid line) and for specular
reflection (dashed line).

For intermediate time scales, 1/Re{o~}<t<l/Im{o~}  the Bessel function is
approximately a cosine (with an offset) so 0~3 corresponds to a beat frequency.
This is visible in both the frequency response and the time response, as shown in
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It is also worth noting that in the event there is no electronic absorption
(i.e. 8, is real) then the beat frequency is purely real and the minima in the GIAR
time response will become zeros. However, for the specular reflection case,
simulations show this is not the case. Even if there is no electronic absorption,
the minima will be blurred.

Fitting the Time Response

The time response of the iron layer was fit using the theory of chapters 4
and 5 with the three layer model of the electronic structure described above. The
fitting code was a non-linear fit to chi squared based around the Numerical
Algorithms Group (NAG) FORTRAN library routines E04UCF  and E04XAF
[Numerical Algorithms Group, 331.  Initially the time response for each angle and
magnetic field orientation was fit independently. However, the fact that different
fits gave different values for parameters that should not have changed (e.g. the
structure of the layer should not change from one angle to another) finally led to

. fitting all of the spectra simultaneously. For each time response measurement,
the code was allowed to independently vary the normalization, t=O position, and
angle within reasonable limits about the expected values. However, each time a
structural parameter that should affect the response at every angle was changed,
all of them were recalculated. The fitting was slow, but finally gave consistent
results. The chi squared used was the sum of the chi squareds from each
spectrum.

Two other parameters that were allowed to vary were the fraction of pi
polarized component in the incident synchrotron  radiation beam and a scale
factor to account for possible m&calibration  of the time to amplitude converter or
of the velocity scale for the CEMS measurement. The former was allowed to vary
between 0 and lo%, and was typically about 5% in the better fits, in reasonable
agreement with expectations given the beamline  and the optics. The latter was

. allowed to vary between 0.99 and 1.01 and was typically -0.997, certainly within
experimental error.

Many different models were used in the fitting procedure, but the
essential results are described by the four models presented in table 6.2. The first
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fit simply assumed that the iron in the sample was entirely homogeneous in its
nuclear response: the only free parameters were those listed above for each time
spectrum, and the relative amounts of the broad and narrow components from
the fit to the CEMS. The sample was assumed to be entirely iron with the density
profile given by the three layer model of the electronic structure described above.
In fact the resonant fraction* of the layer was allowed to vary below the 77&2%
expected for bulk iron, but practically, the fitting procedure invariably chose the
maximum value (up to about 85%).

Fit 1 Fit 2 Fit 3 Fit 4

0.79 0.70
0.00
0.79
0.56

0.75
0.73
0.79
0.56

Res. Fract.
Total

Layer 1
Layer 2
Layer 3-.

Brd. Comp.
Total

Layer 1
Layer 2
Layer 3

0.36 0.38
1.00 1.00
.36 0.36
.lO 0.10

Pi Poln. 0.054 0.064 0.031 0.032

17.2 12.8 11.0 10.2X2/Pt

110 8.8 7.3 7.8 8.0
111 5.3 3.4 7.2 7.0
112 14.4 8.7 12.7 10.3
113 8.6 5.0 3.6 2.8

PPI
PP2
PP3

38.7 32.2 21.2 19.7
31.1 22.2 17.8 16.2
7.9 5.2 4.1 5.1

Table 6.2. Results from fitting the time response measured from the
iron layer.

* The correction for the 95% enrichment for the sample is included.
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The other fits varied the nuclear response in the same 3 layer divisions
found from fitting the electronic response . These layers were (see the early part
of the chapter) : a top layer of 24.7 8, and 0.51 bulk density, a central layer of
174.0 8, and 0.86 bulk density and a back layer of 36.6 8, and 0.88 bulk density,
with 3.7 A roughness at each interface. The fits independently varied the
resonant fraction of each layer (fit 2), the fraction of the broad component of the
iron in each layer (fit 3) or both (fit 4). The results from fit 4 are plotted in figures
6.26-6.29, on both linear and logarithmic scales.

The x2 /point values in table 6.2 are all rather above unity, suggesting that
there are systematic errors in the model used to fit the data. This is not
surprising: a three layer model is a vast over-simplification of the problem. In
addition, one notes that the ~2 values for the fits to ppl and pp2 are notably high,
relative to the others. This is due the fact that the data quality is much better for
these cases: the spectra were taken for longer periods of time (and the time
response decays more slowly in the pp than the 11 cases) so there is more

.data/channel,  and hence, the error bars, which are statistical (counts1/2),  are
fractionally smaller. A higher ~2 is exactly what one would expect with
systematic errors. Nonetheless the fits appear quite good on both linear and log
scales.

The fits to 113 and pp3 tend to have low ~2 values, relative to the other fits.
This is partially the result of the fact that the count rates tended to be lower for
these measurements. In addition, however, it is probably due to the fact that
these measurements are more nearly in a kinematic scattering limit. As has been
pointed out in several places in this thesis, in a kinematic limit the shpe of the
time response is not very sensitive to geometry and becomes much simpler: all of
the dynamical modifications described in the early part of this chapter do not
take place. While these responses are certainly not kinematic (see figures 6.12
and 6.14) they are probably less effected by the details of the structure than the

. responses measured closer to the critical angle.
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Figure 6.26. Measured time response from the iron layer at several
angles with the magnetic field perpendicular to the scattering
plane. Linear scale. The solid line is from fit 4, as described in the
text and table 6.2
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Figure 6.27. Measured time response from the iron layer at several
angles with the magnetic field perpendicular to the scattering
plane. Logarithmic scale. The solid line is from fit 4, as described
in the text and table 6.2
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Figure 6.28. Time response of the iron layer with the magnetic field
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solid line is from fit 4, as described in the text and table 6.2
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The solid line is from fit 4, as described in the text and table 6.2
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Given large values of ~2 one reasonable question is what can be done to
improve the model. Thus various modifications in the structure were attempted.
Finally, the fits above were the best obtained, but it is certainly worth describing
what has been tried.

The first attempt at improvement was to include a small amount of oxide
on the surface (see the discussion about conversion electron spectra). Thus a new
sextet of lines was included in the top layer, at positions appropriate for the
magnetite. The code was allowed to vary the amplitude, the width and the
locations of these lines, but it lead to no significant improvement in ~2 . Likewise
a doublet, corresponding to the Fe3+ oxidation state observed by some
authors[Brundle, 1978,341 [Frost, et al., 1985,351 [Stadnik, et al., 1989,151 [Irkaev,
et al., 1993,361 was included in the top layer, again without improvement.

The work by Isaenko, et al [Isaenko, et al., 1994,9L suggested that in a field
of 200 oersted, there was some distribution of quantization axis directions (i.e.
not all magnetic domains were exactly aligned with the field). Thus, although

. the field was higher in this work (-300 oersted), fits were attempted including
some variation in the domain directions. This did not improve the fits. Also, the
code was allowed to include some un-oriented iron in each layer (possibly due to
the finite size of domain walls) again without improvement.

Thus, it was not possible to significantly improve on the fit, 4, presented
above. The reason is very probably the use of the approximate three layer
structure to describe what is really a continuously varying distribution.
However, after gaining substantial experience fitting the electronic reflectivity
profile, it became clear that it was not productive to spend excessive amounts of
time fitting the nuclear response with a many-layer profile. The number of free
parameters becomes very large and there is no way that this author knows of
ascertaining the correctness (uniqueness) of the final result.

The fits of the time response allow two conclusions. The basic features of
the response are very well understood and their variation with angle is consistent
with this model. There is also very good evidence that the top portion of the
sample is largely composed of iron having a line width that is broader than the
bulk. There are also some ideas that occur about how similar investigations may
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be improved in the future. This is discussed in more detail below. Now we
discuss one more measurement with iron layer.

The Integrated Delayed Reflectivity

It is interesting to investigate the integrated delayed counting rate of the
reflected x-rays from the thin iron layer as a function of angle. In some sense,
this is the nuclear analog of the electronic reflectivity profile shown in figure 6.1.
Of course, using the theory described in chapter 4, this is simple to calculate.
However, the results of such calculations seemed at variance with some of the
expectations of other workers in the field, based on their experience with pure
nuclear Bragg reflections. Thus we measured this response in a subsequent
experiment at SSRL.

The quantity that was measured is proportional to what will be called the
“integrated delayed intensity” or just the “delayed intensity”. It is related to the

. time response by

I-+-= 2
I, = Jo+ IW)l dt

The 0+ lower bound on the integral is meant to exclude the prompt pulse due to
electronic scattering. Experimentally, due to the detector response, this was
about 4 ns. Application of Parseval’s theorem, and noting that G(t) is causal
(G(t<O)=O) gives

R,(co)-R;~~ do

This directly relates the delayed intensity to what was previously called the
“delayed frequency spectrum” plotted in figure 6.17.

(6.16)

--

In a weak scattering (kinematic) limit, e.g. 8>>0,, b(o) separates into the
sum of two terms. one due to electronic scattering and one due to nuclear
scattering. The electronic term cancels out of (6.16) and the delayed intensity is
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strictly a function of nuclear parameters. However, in the vicinity of the critical
angle, the scattering is very much dynamical and no such separation is possible.
The numerical result is shown in figure 6.30 for the simple case of the reflection
from a semi-infinite sample of the material used in the simulations above (e.g.
figure 6.15). Also shown is the integrated reflectivity for a pure nuclear reflection
in the GIAR film case, which will be discussed in the next section.

1

0.5

-0

. . . . . . GIAR

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Angle (mrad)

Figure 6.30. Electronic reflectivity and delayed intensity as a
function of grazing angle. Note that the “arb. u.” scale in this case
can be interpreted as the number of delayed photons that should
reflected for an incident flux of one photon per natural line width.

The delayed intensity is clearly seen to peak at the electronic critical angle.
This can be explained by noting that the delayed intensity will be high when the
magnitude of the difference IR, (CD)  - Ri 1’is ar1 ge over an appreciable frequency
range. Since a(o) depends on frequency only through 2&,(o)/@,  one would
expect the difference to be most sensitive to changes in frequency at angles where
R; is most sensitive to changes in angle. More formally, expansion to first order

. in h(o)/&  (the validity of this expansion will be discussed below) gives

8 dR”R&@-R; = -26 2 6,(o)
e

(6.17)
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This explicitly shows the dependence of the delayed intensity on the derivative
of the electronic reflectivity with angle. The separation of the frequency and the
angular dependence means it is reasonable to think of the integral in equation
6.17, the delayed intensity, as being large where there is a fast change in the
electronic reflectivity with angle (i.e. at the critical angle).

Evaluation of the derivative in equation 6.17 gives

2 2PeR&)-R; = - - 6, (64
i+p, i+p, 2e2pe2

(6.18)

= T,’ T: k,(o)

where Tl = 2 /(l + Be ) is the (Fresnel) amplitude transmission coefficient into the
electronic material (without nuclei present) and T: = 2B, /(l + Be) is the
transmission back out. k = 6, / 2e2pe2 is the reflection coefficient for an
interface between the electronic material, index 1-h and a material with index of

.-refraction 14&,(o).  k has the characteristic l/q2 amplitude (l/q4 intensity)
dependence of kinematic small angle scattering, where q is the momentum
transfer in the material (q = 8p, = [e2 - 2S]“*). This quickly reduces the
coherent scattering, the reflectivity, at higher angles. Below the critical angle, the
reflectivity is reduced in part by the reduced transmission into the material, but,
primarily, by the imaginary part of q. This is just the effect of extinction of the
incident wave field: the high electronic scattering reduces the illumination of the
nuclei in the sample.

Investigation of equation 6.18 shows it to be a distorted wave Born
approximation (see chapter 5 and appendix B). Electronic multiple scattering has
been included while the nuclear scattering has been added in a kinematic limit.
Note that in a fully kinematic description, mentioned above, where nuclear and
electronic scattering decouple, the amount of delayed nuclear scattering would

. be entirely independent of the electronic reflectivity. In this distorted wave
approximation, the amount of nuclear scattering is dependent on the electronic
scattering, but the time response is not affected.
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.

Looking at the time response measured from the iron layer (figures 6.9
and 6.10),  the impulse response is clearly angle dependent. This indicates that
either the sample is not homogeneous or dynamical considerations are
important. In fact, fitting the time response shows both statements are true,
however, in this case the dynamical considerations dominate. Figure 6.31 shows
both the measured response and a full, dynamical calculation based on the model
from fit (4), described above* . There is reasonable agreement. The figure also
shows both the result of a calculation in the weak nuclear limit (e.g. equation
6.18),  which is clearly seen to be a much poorer approximation, though many of
the same features are present.

150

100

50

2 3 4 5
Grazing Angle (mrad)

6 7

Figure 6.31. Measured delayed intensity form the thin iron layer
(points) and a full dynamical scattering calculation. The dashed
line shows the response in a weak nuclear limit, or distorted wave
Born approximation.

--

* It should be pointed out that the fit in figure 6.28 is different that that of a recently published
result [Baron, et al., 1994,371. The difference is due to the improved model of the layer presented
in this work. The previous model was based on only fitting the first portion of the relfectivity
curve and used roughness values that were inappropriately high.
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Comparison with Pure Nuclear Reflections

Figure 6.30 shows both the delayed intensity for specular reflection and
that for a pure nuclear reflection, which, at grazing incidence, is the GIAR case.
It is worth pointing out that although the two look very similar, in that they both
peak at the electronic critical angle, there is a subtle difference between them.
This is most easily seen by comparing the weak nuclear limits. For specular
reflection, this is given by equation 6.17 and 6.18. For the GIAR case, it is easily
seen to be (from equation 6.12)

R,,,(w) = wJw2
e2 - 26, (6.19)

In the GIAR case, the effect of the electronic scattering comes in directly as an
adjustment to the angle, and the peak at the critical angle is clearly an index of
refraction effect (see [Hannon,  et al., 1985,3]). This is exactly as it appears for the-.
case of a pure nuclear Bragg reflection. However, as much of the discussion

. above points out, the correction in the case of specular reflection is more
complicated, and in fact has rather a lot to do with the extinction of the wave
field due to electronic scattering.

In the case of grazing incidence, this distinction is not as clear as one
would like, because both the allowed reflection and the pure nuclear (GIAR) case
lead to peaks at the same position. However, the distinction is clearer for Bragg
reflections. The pure nuclear case leads to a peak at the index corrected Bragg
position (see, e.g., [van Biirck, et al., 1980,31]), as one might expect: the electronic
scattering just refracts the beam entering the crystal. However, for an allowed
reflection, the peak in the delayed intensity will be shifted from the Bragg
position. This is shown in figure 6.32, which is completely analogous to figure
6.30, but now for a symmetric, full, Bragg reflection, instead of grazing incidence,
but with the same optical constants as used for 6.30 (and a Bragg angle of 10
degrees has been assumed).
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Figure 6.32 Electronic reflectivity and delayed intensity from a
Bragg reflection. X-axis is deviation from the (uncorrected) Bragg
angle. The electronic index of refraction shifts this by about 42
prad.

The following explanation is suggested. At the exact index of refraction
corrected Bragg position (which occurs at the middle of the prompt or electronic
peak) the extinction of the wave fields in the crystal is highest (see e.g.
[Batterman and Cole, 1964,381) so very few nuclei are illuminated, while the
wave fields penetrate further on either side this angle. However, the interplay of
the incident and reflected fields inside the crystal, give rise to standing wave
fields throughout the entire range of high reflectivity (Darwin width). At the low
angle side of the peak, these fields have their nodes at the atomic locations, while
at the high angle side, they have their maxima at the atomic locations.
Unsurprisingly, then, the nuclear contribution is largest when the field penetrates
far into the crystal and is large at the locations of the nuclei, on the high angle
side of the Bragg peak.
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Comparison with other Miissbauer Techniques.

The main interest in doing some sort of grazing incidence measurement
along the lines of the work described in this chapter would be to gain structural
information about thin films or surfaces. Therefore, it is useful to compare this
work with other Miissbauer work used in this context. Indeed, in the past
decade, experiments using conventional radioactive sources have addressed
many interesting problems, including iron hyperfine parameters at surfaces
[Korecki and Gradmann, 1985,391, which relates to syrnmetry properties of the
atomic environment, hyperfine parameters at interfaces [Przybylski and
Gradmann, 1988,40,  Liu and Gradmann, 1993,201, spatial oscillations in the
hyperfine magnetic field [Korecki and Gradmann, 1986,19],2D  vs 3D
magnetization properties [Gutierrez, et al., 1991,411, magnetic field directions in
multilayers [Koon, et al., 1987,421 and interlayer coupling [Gutierrez, et al., 1991,
431 [Keavney, et al., 1993,441

These studies exploit the sensitivity of Mijssbauer  spectroscopy to
. monolayer or near monolayer amounts of 57Fe.  In the case of CEMS, monolayer
sensitivity is obtainable, while for transmission experiments, many layers are
needed so typically a multilayer of many repeating units is used to increase the
signal. The basic idea in these studies is that a sample is grown epitaxially with
the 57Fe placed at the location which one would like to measure. If one wished to
probe a small section of an iron layer, XFe is used for the majority, and s7Fe is
placed only at the probe locations [Shinjo,  et al., 1977,451 [Tyson, et al., 1981,461.

As a structural probe, assuming one can grow many samples, these
techniques are about as good as one could hope: the probe material is placed at
exactly the location one wishes to look at. The only obvious improvement from
using synchrotron radiation would be through its high polarization, which
means the time response is very sensitive to magnetic field directions. The
question, of course, would be what is the signal rate like, and this is illustrated in

. figure 6.33.
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Figure 6.33. Calculated delayed intensity reflected from several
samples. The vertical scale may be taken as delayed

. photons/reflected/s assuming an incident flux of one
photon/s/natural line width. The samples are (a) the iron layer
investigated in this work, (b) a monolayer of 57Fe deposited on top
of 56Fe and (c) the iron layer in this work with the enrichment
reduced to 2%.

In order to turn the vertical scale in 6.33 into useful units, one notes that at ESRF,
the undulator is predicted to provide >l@ x-rays/sec/Io. Assuming optics and
other losses reduce the measured intensity by an order of magnitude, one still
has a count rate of 1 photon/second at points where the delayed intensity in
figure 6.33 is 10-3.

Grazing incidence measurements have been done using radioactive
sources. In addition to the original work [Bernstein and Campbell, 1963, l]

. [Wagner, 1968,471 which was largely concerned with basic physics issues (i.e.
interference of nuclear and electronic scattering and measuring the nuclear cross
section) there has been more recent work with the goal of determining structural
information about a sample. This was first done by Frost et al [Frost, et al., 1985,
351 with a highly contrived sample and has since been continued by groups in
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Russia [Andreeva, et al., 1991,481 [Isaenko, et al., 1994,9] and by [Rohlsberger,  et
al., 1993,7].  In fact, a beautiful instrument [Irkaev, et al., 1993,491 has been
created for measuring, simultaneously, the total reflection spectrum, conversion
electrons, conversion x-ray fluorescence and re-scattered gamma-rays (see also
[Andreeva, et al., 1993,501).

The advantage of these techniques over the probe layer techniques is that
any highly enriched planar sample may be investigated with the hope of getting
some structural information. The disadvantage is that, in a grazing incidence
geometry with a highly enriched sample, all of the dynamical interactions
discussed above come in to play so that it is necessary to understand the whole
sample essentially at once. While certainly not impossible, it does make this
work more difficult.

In grazing incidence work, synchrotron radiation provides essentially
three advantages. First, the synchrotron radiation is highly collimated, so (up to
the quality of the sample) integration over angles are not necessary, which

.-simplifies the analysis. Second, the high linear polarization of the source means
that one can easily detect variations in magnetic field directions. Finally,
synchrotron radiation is much brighter than a radioactive source, so the
measurement times are much shorter, and, with time gating, can be background
free. However, these advantages come at the price of exchanging a direct
frequency domain measurement for a time domain measurement. While in
principle, the time domain measurement contains essentially the same
information, it is not so easily interpreted: the appearance of an extra peak in a
Mossbauer  frequency spectrum can be very clear [Isaenko, et al., 1994,9],  while
the equivalent modification of the beat spectrum in a time domain experiment
would probably require computer fitting in order to interpret it.

One speculates, however, that an area in which synchrotron radiation
experiments may outstrip the conventional source experiments is in

. measurement of unenriched samples . This presents very interesting
possibilities, simply because any sample grown with iron could be investigated.
To date, no work has been done using unenriched samples at grazing incidence,
either with radioactive sources or with synchrotron radiation. However, at the
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next generation synchrotron sources, this is certainly conceivable, and would
lead to low, but probably measurable signal rates (see figure 6.33\).

It is worth pointing out another advantage of unenriched samples. In this
case, one is more nearly in the distorted wave Born approximation limit
discussed above, where the electronic interaction essentially determines the field
profile inside the material. Thus, the electronic response could be used to
determine which nuclei are illuminated, making the resonant nuclei more like a
probe in a standing wave fluorescence experiment, but the coherent nuclear
scattering would be measured, instead of incoherent fluorescence.

Concluding Comments

The theory of the previous two chapters has been employed to understand
the specular response of a thin iron layer excited at grazing incidence. Many of
the pertinent effects have been described and the theory has been shown to fit the

. data well. In addition, there is very clear evidence that the top portion of this
sample has a different response than the bulk material, having a broader line
width. Finally, what may be most interesting about this work is the extremely
good quality of the data, particularly in comparison to other techniques using
conventional radioactive Miissbauer  sources. Thus one is very sensitive to the
details of the structure. Though not fully exploited here with just one sample,
there are very good prospects for performing comparative studies on larger
sample sets.
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7. Concluding Comments

Nuclear resonant scattering experiments using synchrotron radiation are
fascinating because they combine conventional x-ray scattering techniques and
ideas with the effects of scattering from the extremely narrow nuclear resonance.
Furthermore, the polarization selectivity of the resonant scattering and the time
domain measurement of the response add a layer of subtlety to these
measurements that enhances their appeal, leading to interesting and surprising
results, and new ways of thinking.

Chapter two of this thesis introduces some of the ideas that are important
in understanding the field, both on a conceptual level and a practical one. The
comparison of the response of a simple absorber in the time domain and the
frequency domain serves to illustrate some of the differences between these types
of measurements, pleasantly permitting the application and demonstration of

. some basic physical principles. Most importantly, a collection of nuclei is seen to
behave rather differently than an individual nucleus.

The broad bandwidth of synchrotron radiation has driven the
development of sophisticated x-ray optical elements in order to reduce the non-
resonant background in nuclear scattering experiments. High order Bragg
reflections and asymmetrically cut crystals allow the reduction of the
background rate by 3 orders of magnitude while largely preserving the signal
rate. Thus, with a sufficiently good detector, many of the techniques commonly
used in x-ray scattering may be applied to resonant nuclear scattering.

It is necessary to have a good detector, however, and much of this thesis
work has been focused on making such an object. A microchannel plate (MCI’)
detector offered the possibility to do extremely high count rate experiments

. (perhaps without the use of the sophisticated optical techniques mentioned
above) but finally proved to be rather complicated to operate. The idea was
shown to be feasible, and some investigation of x-ray photocathodes was done,
showing that efficiencies of -50% were possible in a grazing incidence geometry
with Au or CsI photocathodes at 14.4 keV. With the development of the
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asymmetric nested monochromator, the complexity of the MCI? detector became
unnecessary. Thus, the work with avalanche photodiodes @I’D’s) was begun,
finally leading to detectors capable of operating at very high count rates (106-l@
photons/set)  with sub nanosecond time resolution and good efficiencies (30-
70%).

The bulk of the thesis investigates specular scattering from layered
materials containing resonant nuclei. Grazing incidence specular reflection
measurements are a common conventional x-ray scattering technique but had not
been studied with resonant transitions in time domain measurements. In
particular, there was a need for experimental work in which the time domain
response was directly investigated and for some additional theoretical analysis.
Accordingly, a careful derivation of the expected response in specular reflection
from layered structures was carried out, beginning with Maxwell’s equations and
relying of the Lorentz relation to connect to the quantum mechanics of the
interaction-of individual nuclei. This treatment explicitly included the
polarization effects that can strongly influence nuclear scattering. In addition,

. careful consideration was made of the effect that interfacial roughness has on the
specular response, with the extension of techniques from conventional
(electronic) x-ray scattering to polarization dependent nuclear scattering. A
crucial point in this analysis is the difference between a kinematic and a
dynamical x-ray scattering limit. The kinematic limit is much simpler, but, in
general, not applicable to nuclear scattering situations, particularly not at grazing
incidence.

Analysis of the specular response measured from a thin layer of 57Fe
deposited on glass served to test the theory developed in this work. The theory
was shown to be in good agreement with the data and indicated that the nuclear
response of the surface was different than that of the bulk of the layer. Also, the
effects of dynamical scattering on the time response were discussed at length,
showing, in particular, how dynamical scattering could shift the beat frequencies

. expected from simple kinematic theory, how it could change the contrast
between the beats and also how it might introduce new frequencies into the time
response. In addition, investigation of the total (integrated) nuclear scattered
radiation showed that the effects of extinction of the wave field due to electronic
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scattering must be included to understand the response in the allowed reflection,
with interesting implications for finite order allowed Bragg reflections.

Future work might be expected in several directions. Detector
development is never really complete, with new experiments requiring at least
small upgrades in detection systems. In this case, the obvious directions for
improvements are compensation or removal of the baseline shift in the output at
high rates, and, maybe, improvement of the amplification scheme (reducing the
noise). As for specular reflection measurements, having completed a proof of
principle, one might consider experiments more along the lines of materials
science. However, in this context one must determine what information these
techniques might provide that is not more readily available using other methods.
This is a broad subject and one only notes here that, in general, there are many
techniques that may be used to look at surfaces, and x-rays sometimes find their
niche looking a buried interfaces in multilayer structures, for which there are
fewer direct probes. This also alleviates concerns of sample contamination
outside of a UHV environment. Finally, more along the lines of interesting basic

. physics, one might explore allowed Bragg reflections in perfect crystals or
multilayer materials, using the electronic scattering to determine the illumination
of the nuclei (e.g. the distorted wave Born approximation discussed at the end of
chapter 6), much like some x-ray standing wave measurements.
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the spin along a quantization axis, m. I, is the total line width of the
intermediate nuclear state and I(L,l) are the partial line widths for radiative
transitions. The multipolarity of the transition is determined by L,l,L’ and 1’. The
terms in the brackets of the form (jlj2mlm2  Ijdzjrn) are Clebsch Gordon
coefficients and will be zero unless ml+mz=m.  Thus M=m,-mf  and M’=mn-mi.
The YLIM  are vector spherical harmonics and may be defined by

where the Yl, are the standard spherical harmonics and ss are the spherical
basis unit vectors. See [Weissbluth, 1978,5] chapter 7.

The formula A.1 is appropriate for any form of energy conserving
scattering. We shall be concerned only with coherent elastic scattering, which
leaves ihe nuclear system unchanged. Thus 1 jimi) = 1 j,m,) and one has L=L
and M=M’. .Furthermore,  we shall only consider transition with a single well
defined multipole character, so that l’=l.  The expression for the scattering
amplitude simplifies to

2n:F,(ki j kf) = -k �i l ‘LlM  tRkf )I[ ei l yilM tnlq )]
f Ll

M=m,-mi

X
r~(L,l)(jiLmiMIjiLjnm,)2

Ei - E, + hl,, + ir, /2

Magnetic Dipole Transition

(A-3)

--

.
Specializing to the magnetic dipole transition in 57Fe,  we require L=l=l.

Including the sum over intermediate nuclear states, n, the scattering amplitude
then becomes
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2~ rr
Fnuc(mirki +kf) = -yF Cr & l yllM tn )I[kf $i l Y;IM(‘ki  )]

’ M=O,fl

(jlmiM1*l$M  + mi)2
(A4

’ (Ei -En +Ao)/lYo +i/2

where ro is the natural line width of the 14.4 keV transition in 5717,  and rr is the
radiative line width. The initial angular momentum is ji=1/2  while the excited
state has angular momentum jn--3/2. The spin projection of the initial nuclear
state is mi=fl/2. Finally, specializing to the case of forward scattering and
assuming equal probability for the two ground states (which is a good
approximation at room temperature since the energy splittings are much less
then kBT) one has

- -  -u-. M=O,fl

1. . x - c
(~lmiMl~l$M + mi)2 (A.51

2
mi=*1/2

(Ei -En +hcr))/ro +i/2

The polarization dependence of the above expression may be explicitly
evaluated by selecting an orthonormal polarization basis to describe the
scattering. In this case the nuclear scattering amplitude may be considered to be
a 2x2 matrix relating the incident and final polarizations. In particular one writes

where

. j$,f(ii)’ 6; ’ &M A(k))( $ 1  l Y;IM  L
tk )) (

$;

A
’ yllM (k))(

61 ’ Y;lM A
(k)) (
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The Gi are some basis in which we have chosen to express the scattering
amplitude. Taking the quantization axis to be the z axis, one may write (see e.g.
Weissbluth, table 7.1)

Yfll(e,cp)  = & (cos8,icos8,-sin8ei’P) (A.8a)

Y-fiO@~cp)  = & ( -isi.nOsincp,isinOc0scp,O) (A.8b)

YlL (et cp) = Yll-1 @I a* (A.8c)

The angles 8 and cp are the polar and azimuthal angles, respectively and the three
components are in the x, y and z directions. The superscript indicates the
direction of the quantization axis. We will want to consider different orientations
of the quantization axis (for fixed photon direction and polarization) so it is
useful to generalize this. In particular, taking the rotation operator $ to be
defined-by.

one has (since the vector spherical harmonics transform as vectors)

The scalar dot product in A.7 may then be evaluated

(A.10)

(A.ll)

We can explicitly write down an appropriate rotation matrix’

cOseq cOs<pq cOseq sinva -sineq
ga’ = -Sitl(p9 coscpq 0 (A. 12)

sine4 COSC~$ sine4 sin(pq cOseq

* Equation (A.15) does not uniquely determine the rotation matrix. However, it is sufficient just
to choose a well defined set. I simply choose the Euler rotation matrix where CL=O  and p and y
have been set to the polar and azimuthal angles of the quantization axis. See [Weissbluth, 1978,
51 p. 55.
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where ea and ‘pQ are the angles that the quantization axis makes with the z axis.
Choosing the photon propagation directions and polarizations to be
i=;, e,=ji a n d  g2 =9, onehas

p = 3p = 3 ~0s~ ‘pq + sin2 ‘pq ~0s~ eq~0s~ fpq + sin2 ‘pq ~0s~ eq
167~167~ sin2 8, ~0s~~ sincp, +icOseqsin2 8, ~0s~~ sincp, +icOseq

sin2 eq COS~~$ sincpq - ic0se4sin2 eq COS~~$ sincpq - ic0se4
sin2 'pq + ~0s~ 'pq (30~~ 8,sin2 'pq + ~0s~ 'pq (30~~ 8, 1

(A.13a)

3@$ = - sin2 'pci sin2 eq sin2 eq COSC~$  sink
8rc sin2 0, costpq simpq ~0s~ ‘pq sin2 8,

(A.13b)

p?ll = pf
-. (A.13~)

where the star superscript in (A.13~)  indicates that the complex conjugate should
. be taken of each element. We have also made use of the fact that
Y;“;,(q  i) = Y;EIM  (0 = -8, ,cp = 0).

If we wish to consider the interaction of a with a sample with a single, well
defined quantization direction (as opposed to a distribution of such directions
that might occur in an unmagnetized iron foil), one can choose the polarization
basis so that the quantization axis is in the xz plane. In this case ~~‘0 and
polarization matrices reduce to simpler forms:

-i cos 8
~0s~ 8

(A.14a)

30  0

PO@>  = G o s.2e
( 1

(A.14b)

Pm*&) = 3
1 icose

167~ -icose (30s~ 8 (A.14~)
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Finally, explicitly writing out the sums in (A.6) and evaluating the Clebsch-
Gordon coefficients gives the result:

{ (p* R9 1 + l/3
2@-%,2+1,2)~r0  +i ma - E1,2+-I,2 1 /ro + i

+ PO@>
(

2/3
+

2/3

ma - E1,24,2 > / ro + i 2(Aw - E-l,2+-l,2)/ro  + i
(A.15)

+ &(e) 1 + l/3
2(~~-E,,2,-l,2)/ro +i 2(fi~-E-1,2+1,2)/ro  +i

where the subscripts on the energies in the denominator indicate the projection
of the spins in the excited and ground states, respectively and 8 is the angle
between the quantization axis and the photon wave vector and the polarization

. matrices are as define in (A.14). The linear basis vectors, are, respectively,
parallel and perpendicular to the c;i plane.

Special cases:

1. Unsplit Line (Isotropic response)

If the nuclear environment does not include significant fields (e.g. 57Fe in
stainless steel) then the energy denominators in (A.11) are all the same and may
be factored out . The polarization matrices just sum and the result is
independent of the photon propagation direction. One has

g&.)) = -.!A 1
kr, 2h(w-~,)/ro  +i

where i is the identity matrix. This is a special case of the general form

--

1 2j,+lr,Pnu,(o) = - - 1
2k2jg+1c2A(cu-oo)/ro  +i

j (Unsplit Line) (A.17)
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for an unsplit resonance between states with total angular momentum je in the
excited state and j, in the ground state, (averaged over the spin projections of the
ground state).

2. Quantization axis perpendicular to the wave vector.

This is just the case of 8=90 degrees. The polarization matrices all
diagonalize so that incident linearly polarized light with polarization 21 or &
will be scattered into light of the same polarization. Note that M= fl transitions
will couple only to one linear polarization (that parallel to the quantization axis)
while the M=O transition will only couple to light with a polarization
perpendicular to the quantization direction.

-.

3. Quantization axis parallel to the wave vector.

This is the case for 8=0 or 8=180 degrees. Here the M=O terms drop out of
the sum: these transitions will not be excited or scatter. The M= fl polarization
matrices then have eigenvectors corresponding to positive and negative helicity
light. In particular, setting 8=0 one takes 4 = f , 2, =fi and 2, =y . The
eigenvectors for 4 are degenerate and may be written 2, =-@I +i62)/2l’* which
corresponds to positive helicity light or left hand circularly polarized. Similarly,
the eigenvectors for p-1 are L =($-i&2)/?‘* corresponding to the other
polarization.

Distribution of Quantization Directions

Frequently it is necessary to consider a sample containing many nuclei for
which there is a distribution of directions for the quantization axes. One example
might be an iron foil for which there is no external alignment field (or one that is
not sufficiently strong) so that and the domains are not all aligned in the same
direction. In this case, we must average over the distribution of quantization
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directions while holding the incident photon direction and polarization fixed.
One can not simply integrate equations (A.14),  because the polarization
directions used to derive the equations depended upon the direction of the
incident photon relative to the quantization axis. One must return to A.13, to
perform the average. In particular, this average requires evaluation of terms of
the form

(A.18)

where G indicates the direction of the quantization axis and N( ;i) is the
distribution.

Special Cases

1. Uniform Distribution of Quantization Directions.

If there is a uniform distribution of quantization axis directions over all
space, then one simply takes N( 4)=1/4x and evaluates the integrals. All
dependence on the polarization and direction of photon propagation vector drop
out and the matrices reduce to

(A.19)

2. Quantization axes uniformly distributed in a plane.

For thin iron samples, there is preferential magnetization within the plane
of the material so we consider the case where there may be some distribution of
quantization axes within a plane. In particular, in accordance with the work in

. the main body of this thesis, we concentrate on the case in which the plane
containing the distribution of quantization axes includes the direction of photon
propagation. One can take cp=O and the matrices (A.13) reduce to those in (A.14).
These then must be integrated over the appropriate range in 8. Taking the
distribution to be uniform over some range de about 80, one has
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N(q) +
I
2 e,-g c 8 c 8 +a0 2

otherwise (A.20)

and dC$ + deq. The polarization matrices become

1 -i&c0s80~in$F

i&cos80sin$! ~+&cos200sinA8 (A.21a)

PO 0 0= & ( 0 3 - & c0s 2eo sin A81
(A.21b)

and @ml = el*, as always. In particular, we consider three possibilities: uniform
distribution in the plane, Ae=2x; distribution about a direction parallel to the
propagation direction, 00=0;  and a distribution about a direction perpendicular to
the propagation direction, 80=x/2.  In these cases one has

Isotropic Planar
Distribution

p1 =3(
1 -i&sin9

16~ ihi@AB 2 3+&sinAe

0 0

0 3-h smA8 . 1

0
$-&sinAe

0
3+&sinAe

(A.22)

Planar Distribution
about e. = 0 (A.23)

Planar Distribution
about 8, =x/2 (A.24)
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One notes that while the eigenpolarizations for the first and third cases are
simple linear polarizations, in the second case (planar distribution of
quantization axes about the direction of photon propagation) the
eigenpolarizations are, in general, elliptical.
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Appendix B: The Distorted Wave Born Approximation
(DWBA)

The basic assumption in the DWBA is that the scattering system is nearly
one for which a complete solution is known: the deviation from the known
system is regarded as a perturbation. In the case of rough interfaces, the known
solution is that of a flat (ideal) interface (given in chapter 4) and the roughness is
the perturbation. In this appendix, the DWBA is evaluated for a graded
interface, since work in chapter 5 showed that the effect of a rough interface
could be reduced to those of a graded interface, as far as the specular reflectivity
is concerned. The approach is somewhat similar to that of Sinha,  et al., [Sinha, et
al., 1988,1].

Terms In the DWBA

The distorted wave Born approximation may be evaluated formally in a
manner similar to that described in [Sinha, et al., 1988,1], [Schiff, 1968,2].
However, for the case of a graded interface, the appropriate terms are easily
included by considering the diagrams in figures B.l and 8.2. The solid heavy
horizontal line represents the location for the ideal boundary and the dashed
horizontal line is meant to represent a thin layer perturbing the scattering. The
solid lines with arrows indicate the solution with an ideal interface while the
dashed lines indicates the scattering by the “perturbation” or the deviation from
the ideal interface. The perturbation is assumed small so that it only scatters
once. Thus, one sees that there are 5 contributions to the reflected wave from the
perturbation. The first four are from above the interface, while the last is from
below the interface. Figure B.2 shows the diagrams for the contributions to the
transmitted wave.
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w

Figure B.l. Contributions to the reflectivity of a non-ideal interface
in the DWBA. The contributions are from scattering by the (a)
incident wave, (b) reflected wave and (c) transmitted wave.

(a) (b)

Figure B.2. Contributions to the transmission for a non-ideal
interface in the distorted wave Born approximation. The
contributions are from scattering by the (a) incident wave, (b)
reflected wave and (c) transmitted wave.
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The ideal solution may be taken from the work in chapter 4. In particular,
we recall that there were four waves in each materiel, two propagating upward,
and two downward (See Fig. 4.1). The form of these waves allows us to write
(recall equations (4.29))

E , , ( z )  = c1 emiklpz & +c2 eVik2pz & +cs e-ik3pz 6s +cq e-ik4pz  z4 (B.la)

E&(Z) = cg emik5pz  2, +c, emik6pz & +c7 eBik7pz  i?S +cs emikgpz & (B.lb)

The z-dependence has been explicitly included. Using matrices to indicate
polarization components, one may write down propagation matrices for each
pair of wave fields in the appropriate (homogeneous) layer. Namely,

%,(Zo + z) = yi;pz eeif2pz) %&o) = f$(z) E,,(q,) (B.2a)

. %A% + 4 = (yypz e-:4pz) Ere&o) = % (4 E,(q,) (B.2b)

QIJzo +4 FIrn(“o) = wz> &Irn(zo) (B.2c)

Tn, (+I + z) = ( e-i;Pz  e-:8pz) E’,, (Q) = ii’, ( z )  E’,, (zo) (B.2d)

The second equality in each case defines the propagation matrices.

We take the scattering of a plane perturbation to be represented by a
matrix, s(z,Q) dz, where Q is the scattering angle and write down the
contributions to the reflected and transmitted waves directly from figures (5.3)

. and (5.4). Care must be taken to properly account for all the phases, which must
be referenced to the plane of the ideal interface, z=O. In addition, we make use of
the fact that the reflection and transmission matrices from the ideal interface
problem are known, and we assume (momentarily) that c;l=cs=O.  The corrections
to the reflectivity and transmission then become
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I

Afi =

+

+

A;fi =

+

.11~t1(-z)~(z,28)~l(z)  + Ei~l(-z)~(z,O)~l(z)}dz
0

P
~',(-z)~(z,0)~~,(z)  + ii&(-z)@z,28)&  (z)}dzR

0

T’
L

IF., (-z&z,28)&(z)}dz’?

q o~~l(-z)~(z,O)~l(z)  + ~l(-z)~(z,20)i?',  (z)ij)dz
I

li’, (-z)s(z,0)p2(z)  + ii’i?2 (-z)s(z)&(z)}dzT

At this point, it is convenient make several approximations based on the
assumption of grazing incidence. In particular, since 8 is small we take

-.

S(z, 28) = G(z,O) = S(z)

(B.3a)

(B.3b)

(B-4)

and also assume the solutions to the eigenvalue problem for waves propagating
upwards in a material is the same as those for waves propagating downward so
that k+=-klP,  k+=-k+, k7p=-k5p,  k+=-k+.  The propagation matrices become

P’l (z) = P1(-z) (B.5a)

P2 (z) = i?,(-z) (B.5b)

Re-writing (B.3),  one has

ix dwba =it+Aii = it + S,(+,+) + is,(-,+)  + S,(+,-)ii
+ itS,(-,-pi + T’S,(+,+)T

(B.6a)

. Tdwba = T + A;f = T + TS,(-,+) + TS,(-,-pi
+ s<(-,+)T  + iiS,(+,+)T

(B.6b)

where
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.

$(a,b) =

g, (a, b) =

(B.7a)

VW

The Scattering Matrix for a Planar Disturbance

The form of $(z)is discussed in chapter 5. Taking the density of scatterers
to be given by (5.23), the scattering amplitude of the perturbation may be @ven
bY

(N2p2 - N&)
I

iv(z’)dz’ z>o
Z

(N& - N2G2) z<o
(B-8)

where the polarization effects are preserved in the tensor nature of this quantity.
Using (5.16),  the form of the scattering matrix is

Sij(Z> = I
\

z>o
>

z<o
1

(B.9)

where this assumes 2, = 2,, g2 = G4, 2’, = CS = G7, &I2 = i, = Gs for the purposes
of evaluating the product with the scattering amplitude. The angles are those
that the respective wave fields make with the planes z=constant*  .

--

* This is actually a subtle point. Returning to (5.16) one sees that it is really the free space wave
vector that is being considered. However, the question we are asking here is what is the response
of a thin layer imbedded in a dielectric material: one needs to account for both the refraction, the
extinction and the absorption of the wave in the dielectric. Thus a better approach is to expand
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Simplification for Symmetric Interfaces

The expressions for the modifications to the reflectivity (B.6, B.7) involve
terms of the general forms

F,(q) - i (B.lO)

F,(q) = ij>z eiqz~~zt w(z’) (B.lOb)

In the case that the interface is symmetric about z=O, (i.e. w(z)=w(-z)  ) these may
be simplified. In particular one has

F,(q) = U-q) =
-.

J@(q)- 1) + if0
4

Lx?) Wl)

. The second equality is from noting

i w(z))  = iFz’ w(z’)fiz  eiqz
(B.12)

dz’ - $

and

1w(z’) eiqz’ = 2 w(z’) eiqZ + i w(z’) sin(qz’)
(B.13)

= +u(q)  + if(q)

Equation (B.13) defines f(q). It is useful to note that w(q)=w(-q)  for a symmetric
interface and f(q)=-f(-q). Finally, expanding F gives

(4.53). One finds that the correct procedure is to replace kc~ sin0 by the appropriate perpendicular
component of the wave vector.
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F,(q) = irzw(z)dz + q w’ ’ (0)
4 + w12)

0

= im, + q w’ ’ (0)
4 + @(q2>

(B.14)

where ml is the (partial) first moment of w(z) and w”(0) is the second derivative
of w(q) evaluated at q=O (the first derivative is zero for a symmetric interface).

Result of the DWBA

Using F, and F< (B.lO),  we can express the components of the matrices S>
and SC giving

S>(a,b)ij  = - k z:, Gi(N24 -Nl~l)~j F,(-akpi -bk,) (B.15a)
-. 0 i

S<(a,b)ij  = -k fTe, e’~ (N,~l- N,@z)C’j  F<(-akbi - bk,j) (B.15b)
0

j

where the 1’ is to be associated with the wave field 5 and 2’ with 6. Thus the
corrections to the specular reflection and transmission due to roughness in
DWBA have been expressed in terms of known quantities. The equations (B.6),
(B.lO) and (B.15) express the result for an arbitrary interface profile in a non-
isotropic material.

Evaluation for Electronic Scattering

We evaluate (B.15) for the case of electronic scattering of sigma polarized
light. In this case one has

S&b) = k”(~~~‘l)  F,(-k,(a  + b))

S,(a,b) = ““~~~,“’ F,(-kb(a + b))

(B.16a)

(B.16b)
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so that the corrected reflection and transmission components become

R dwba = R + k0’~+-;‘1)[F>(-2kp)+2RF>(0)
k 1 (B.17a)

+ R2F>(2k,)-$T’TF<(-2k;)
P

Tdwba
= T + k0(62  -‘d

Sill8 [
TF>(O)+RTF,(2k,)

k (B.17b)
-$TF,(O)

k

P

- -$R’TF<(-2k;)
P 1

Assuming a symmetric interface and putting in the explicit forms for R and T,
these become

-.
Rdwp =

R
I + &(w(2kp)-I) + &+(2k;)-1)

P P

- i
k; -k;’ .k:,+k12

(B.18a)

k, m1 - ’
p

2kp2
f(2k,) + iFf(2kb)

P

Tu-- _ I. .

1 (B*18b)

Then expanding to lowest order in q one notes that

4%0 - 1 = 2q2 w”(0) + O(q3)

f(2q) = 2m,q + @(q3>

(B.19)

(B.20)

The corrected reflectivity and transmission then become
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R dwba

R
= 1 + 2k,k; w”(O)

Tdwba- = 1 - +(kp -kp)Z w”(0)
T

(B.21a)

(B.21b)

In the event that the distribution is the usual error function, one has w”(O)=-02.
Equations (B.21) become

Rdwba = R (1 - 2kpk,02)

=Re -2kpk;02 ~ R
NC

Tdwba =-.
T (1 + ;(kp-k;)20’)

(B.22a)

(B.22b)

where the second approximate equality in each case is only to first order in 02.

General Comments

The expressions (B.22) have been presented previously [Nevot and Croce,
1980,3],  [Sinha,  et al., 1988,1], [Weber and Lengeler, 1992,4] and Sinha et al gives
nice discussion of their applicability. In particular, we note that (B.22a)  is really
just an approximation to an approximation. However, it has the advantage that
it seems to give the correct result in the limit of large angles (the kinematic result,
(5.32)),  and also agree with the graded result (see calculations in chapter 5) in the
limit of small angles, for which it was derived. In fact, the derivation, of the full

. DWBA (i.e. (B.17)) requires that the incident wave is not greatly perturbed from
the Fresnel result for an ideal interface. Thus, as discussed by Sinha,  one finds
that the full DWBA result is a very poor approximation at larger angles of
incidence, while the form given in (B.22) does much better. Thus, on some level,
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the approximation to the DWBA in fact does better than the full DWBA, as a
calculational technique to simulate roughness in the case of electronic scattering.

There are no convenient approximations of the form of (8.22) for the more
general case of anisotropic media. Here one is left with the more complicated
result of the full DWBA. This is probably reasonable at small angles, but should
be checked carefully against the result for a graded interface calculation at larger
angles. Also, one must be careful when the absorption becomes large (see the
discussion in chapter 5.)
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